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Abstract
The nonuniform structure observed in the solar atmosphere, and in particular 
the corona, is thought to arise due to the interaction between the magnetic field 
and plasma. Using a linear theory, the nature of these interactions is investigated, 
and it is shown how coronal structure may be modelled in a simple way by 
extended standing disturbances. The effect of inertial forces in considered in both 
a cartesian and cylindrical geometries, and a first correction due to gravity is 
calculated. The restrictions of a linear theory may be overcome by finding exact 
solutions. Solutions are presented which may model plasma flows in closed, 
partially open and open magnetic fieldline structures. A new method for finding 
particular classes of exact steady solutions in an gravitationally stratified, 
isothermal atmosphere is presented, along with some examples of possible 
solutions.
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Chapter One : Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the solution of the steady magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) equations, with the particular aim of modeling the interaction between the 
magnetic field and plasma. Our motivation for this study is drawn largely from a 
desire to understand how the nonuniform structure of the solar corona arises. 
Some of the solutions presented are applied to other regions of the solar 
atmosphere, noticebly the photosphere, and in particular, to plasma flows above 
sunspots. We now present a brief resume of the type of structure observed in the 
solar atmosphere.
(1.1) The Solar Atmosphere
It is usual to subdivide the solar atmosphere into broadly three regions, the 
photosphere, the chromosphere, and the outer region known as the corona. We 
shall focus our attention on the corona, which extends from the top of the 
transition region into interplanatary space.
Observations using coronagraph and X-ray telescopes reveal the corona to be 
highly structured and continually changing and evolving in a complex way. The 
structure we see is thought to arise from the interaction between the coronal 
plasma and magnetic field. In this thesis, it is our intention to present simple 
models to illustrate how such interactions could form the type of magnetic 
structures which are observed, using the MHD approximation of a plasma.
There is a great variety of structure in the corona, the nature of which depends 
upon the magnetic field topology. This may be either 'open' or 'closed', though 
some structures have elements of both. In the former category we have coronal 
holes, in the latter loops and arcades. Often a region of closed magnetic field has 
an open, overlying magnetic field, such as in a coronal streamer.
Coronal streamers are radial-like structures which extend from heights of 
0.5R (R= 1 solar radii) to IR up to as much as lOR above the solar surface. The 
density is enhanced by a factor 3 to 10 times that of the surrounding corona (n ~ 
1014 m-3 ). Helmet streamers are found above quiescent prominences, and active 
region streamers, not surprisingly, above active regions. A streamer consists of a 
base of closed fieldlines, forming a magnetic arcade, with an overlying 'blade' of 
open fieldlines. From the end it bears the appearance of a helmet, from the side it 
looks like a fan. Bohlin (1969) found the lifetime of a high-latitude streamer to be 
4.5-5.5 solar rotations.
Plumes are ray-like structures, and are found at the poles, particularly at 
sunspot minimum.They exist for about 15 hours defore disappearing.
Coronal holes are regions of the corona with open, diverging magnetic field, 
and appear as dark regions on soft X-ray photographs. The density is lower than 
the background corona (by about a factor of 3), and the temperature is also 
thought to to lower (1.4-1.6x10^ K compared with 2xlO^K in other parts of the 
corona).They have a lifetime of approximately six solar rotations, though some 
have lasted 10 or more rotations. Coronal holes grow and then decay at a rate of 
about (1.5±0.5)xl04 km^s-f (Bohlin, 1973), though curiously they appear to 
show little or no differential rotation over their lifetime, but behave as a rigid body 
(Bohlin,1977). At the boundary of coronal holes, one finds closed magnetic field
structure in the form of arcades of coronal loops.
Since coronal holes are regions of open magnetic field it is natural to suspect 
that these regions will be closely associated with the solar wind. The correlation 
of high-speed streamers with low density regions, such as coronal holes, has 
been known for some time ( Wilcox 1968, Hundhausen 1972) and identification 
of coronal holes with open field regions was first made by Altschuler et al (1972).
In the inner corona, we find regions where the magnetic fields are closed, 
forming loops or arcades. Regions of closed structure are denser than open 
regions, and radiate more strongly. The time-scale of a loop system can be up to
several days, an individual loop lasting for about 6 hours (Pneuman and Orrall,
1986). Flows of plasma have been observed in such structures (eg Bruzek and |
Durrant ,1977 ) : for example, siphon flow may be driven by pressure differences 
between endpoints of the loop.
The above brief description serves to illustrate the variety and complexity of 
the structure that exists. To the above list we could add prominences, coronal 
mass ejections and X-ray bright points, though we shall not be concerned with 
these in this work.
(1.2) Modelling The Corona
There have been many theoretical investigations of the solar corona and these 
have been of several types. Numerical experiments have been used to model the 
interaction between the plasma and the magnetic field (eg Steinolfson 1982,1984,
Wu et al ,1983) and has the advantage that other important physics, such as |
realistic energy equations can be included. However, like physical experiments, 
they are complicated to interpret in detail and so it is difficult to form an 
understanding of the essential physics of the observed effects.
On the other side of the spectrum, some have neglected the plasma behaviour 
altogether, and regard the magnetic field as potential or force-free. Alternatively, 
one can -wsume the the magnetic field is rigid and study the plasma behaviour.
Early steps in understanding the MHD of the corona adopting the latter 
philosophy were taken by Pneuman (1966,1972), Pneuman and Kopp (1971) 
and Kopp and Holzer (1976). In the latter two papers, one-dimensional models in 
a spherical geometry were used to model helmet streamers and coronal holes, 
respectively. In a new development Priest (1988) showed how the interaction 
between the magnetic field and the plasma could be modelled as extended 
standing disturbances, using a two-dimensional linear theory. This simple theory 
illustrated the rich variety of ways in which the coronal plasma and magnetic field
could affect each other in producing observed structure. In chapters 2-4 we 
extend the basic model produced by Priest.
The nonlinear nature of the the MHD equations is the major obstacle to 
analytical progress in producing models that incorporate the interaction between 
the magnetic field and plasma. However Tsinganos (1982,1983) has developed a 
systematic method of generating two-dimensional exact solutions to the MHD 
equations. Low and Tsinganos ( 1986) have used this approach to find 'wind­
like' solutions. We discuss this method in more detail in chapters 5 and 6, where 
we present a new class of exact solutions.
(1.3) Equations of Magnetohydrodynamics
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the simplest model that idealises a plasma 
in terms of its fluid-like properties. In so doing, many potentially important 
features are neglected, noticeably, quantum, electromagnetic, relativistic and 
kinetic effects. Thus, it is proper to speak of MHD as modeling a plasma, rather 
than being a fundamental theory. For detailed microscopic studies of plasma 
behaviour, one must resort to a more sophisticated kinetic theory, but for many 
macroscopic studies MHD proves to be adequate. Indeed, despite its limitations, 
MHD has proved to be an invaluable tool for the theoretical investigation of 
plasma behaviour in the solar atmosphere. In this thesis we take the MHD 
equations as the starting point for our discussion.
We now state, for reference, the MHD equations. The magnetic induction B 
is taken to satisty the divergence-free, or solenoidal condition
V.B = 0. (1.1)
Equation (1.1) implies that there are no magnetic monopoles. Henceforth, we will 
refer loosely to B as the magnetic field, a usage which has become common in the 
literature. We supplement equation (1.1) by the simplified Maxwell equations
V X B = |ij , (1.2)
V x E  ^  , (1.3)at
and Ohm's law
j = a ( E  + v x B ) ,  (1.4)
from which we may derive the induction equation
—  = V x ( v x B ) + ti V2B . (1.5)3t
In the above j is the electric current, E the electric field, v the plasma velocity,)! 
the magnetic permeability, a  the electrical conductivity, and rj = (o)!)"\ the 
magnetic diffusivity. In equation (1.2) the displacement current has been 
neglected under the assumption that the characteristic speed u of the plasma is 
such that u «  c , where c is the speed of light. In summary, we take equations
(1.1) and (1.5) to describe the magnetic field behaviour in MHD.
The plasma motion is governed by the equations of mass continuity, 
momentum and energy. When p is the plasma density, and v is the plasma 
velocity, the mass continuity equation can be written as
^ + V . ( p v )  = 0 ; (1.6)at
the equation of motion as
p { ^ + (v .V  )v |  = -V p  + | i - i ( V x B ) x B + F ;  (1.7)
and the energy equation
where p is the plasma pressure.
In equation (1.7), F may represent gravitational, viscous, and rotational 
forces. In this thesis we will on occasion take F to be a gravitational force of the 
form
F = pg(xi)ei, (1.9)
where ei is a unit vector in the xi-direction.
The term L on the right-hand side of equation (1.8) is the energy loss 
function, and may be written as
L = L r - j 2 / a - H - V . ( K V T ) ,  
where K is the thermal conduction tensor, T is the temperature, Lr radiation loss, 
j2/a Ohmic heating, and H represents all other heating sources. The special case 
L=0, considers the plasma that is thermally isolated from its sunoundings. For 
the remainder of this thesis, we take this assumption to hold.
In assuming that the plasma is modelled by equations (1.6)-(1.8) we suppose 
that the Debye length Xq , the cyclotron radius rc and the mean-free path X are 
small compared with the characteristic length scale 1 of the plasma. Along with the 
condition u « c ,  these constitute the major assumptions behind the MHD 
approximation.
Returning to equation (1.5), we note that it may be rewritten in the 
dimensionless form
—  = V x ( v * x B ‘ ) + ^  V2B*.3t
where Rm=lvo/Ti is the magnetic Reynolds number (l,vo being characteristic 
length and velocity scales of the plasma ).
In the limit Rm « 1 ,  called the diffusive limit, the magnetic field diffuses 
over a time scale td = 1^ /q .
Alternatively, for R m » l, the plasma is perfectly conducting, and equation 
(1.5) simplifies to
—  = V x( vxB). (1.10)3t
%I
This limit of MHD is called ideal MHD, and we take this to hold for the purpose 
of our subsequent discussion. This is reasonable for the solar corona where $
Following from the ideal limit, the 'frozen-in flux' theorem of Alfven j
holds; namely 'In a perfectly conducting plasma, fieldlines behave as if they move 
with the plasma.'
To simplify the mathematical structure of the MHD equations further, we 
make the assumption that all timescales are much larger than the Alfven travel 
time. This is not an unreasonable assumption when modelling the corona, (at least 
to first order) where structures evolve fairly slowly (ranging from hours to |
months). Thus, all time-dependent terms are neglected and we have the following 
set of steady equations;
V.B = 0 , (1.11)
V.(pv) = 0 , (1.12)
V X (vxB) = 0 , (1.13)
p(v.V) V = - V p-F|i‘i( V xB)xB + F , (1.14)
v.V(p/pT0 = O. (1.15)
The non-linear nature of equations (1.11)-(1.15) presents theorists with a
formidable challenge. In order to make analytical progress we adopt the linear 
approximation to these equations for chapters 2-4.
Consider the steady background state with magnetic field Bq, velocity vq , 
density po, and plasma pressure po- We take the body force F to be a 
gravitational term, written 
F = -p  V V,
for some gravitational potential V. Let us perturb this background state, taking 
departures going as 
B = Bq + eBi,
V = VO + e v i , 
p = po + e p i , 
p=po + epi.
where e « l ,  and expanding equations (1.11)-(1.15) in powers of the small 
parameter e. To 0(1) the equations become
V.Bo = 0 ,  (1.17)
po V . V0 +VO .V po = 0, (1.18)
V x(vQxBo) = 0, (1,19)
Po(vo-V )V0 = - Vp - —  V Bq2 + -  (Bo.V)Bo - p o W  , (1.20)2p p
vo-V (POPO'T) = 0 . (1.21)
To next order 0(e), the equations become
V.Bi = 0 , (1.22)
poV .VI + piV.vo + VQ.Vpi + vi.Vpo =0, (1.23)
Vx(voxBi) + Vx(vixBi) = 0 , (1.24)
Po(vo.V)vi + po(vi.V)vo + pi(vQ.V)vo = - Vp -^ jj.-lV(Bo.Bi)
p-1 (Bo.V)Bi +p-l(Bi.V)Bo - p iVV , (1.25)
vo-V (pO"%i- Cs^pl)) + vi.V(popo"7) = 0 , (1.26)
where Cs^=^o/pO is the adiabatic sound speed. Equations (1.22)-(1.26) form the 
basis of the subsequent discussion in chapters 2-4.
(1.4) Outline of Thesis
An outline of the main body of the thesis is now given. The material presented 
divides naturally into two parts, the first dealing with linear theory, the latter 
treating exact solutions of the two-dimensional MHD equations.
Part 1 consists of chapters 2 to 4 where a generalisation of the work of Priest 
(1988) for modelling the solar corona as extended standing disturbances is given.
In chapter 2, inertial effects are included in the model of Priest, who 
considered only small plasma flows. This analysis is performed in a cartesian 
geometry, with a two-dimensional spatial dependence. Chapter 3 extends this 
work to a cylindrical geometry for both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric
perturbations. Returning to a cartesian geometry in chapter 4, the effect of gravity 
is included, and a first gravitational correction is calculated to illustrate its effect. 
The material presented in these chapters forms the basis of the papers (de Ville 
and Priest 1989a,b ,1990a).
Part 2 is comprised of chapters 5 to 7 and deals with exact solutions to the 
steady MHD equations. In chapter 5 a derivation is given of the reduction of the 
MHD equations to a single equation in an orthogonal coordinate system, 
following the work of Tsinganos (1981). A class of exact solutions in a cartesian 
geometry is then presented, which may model plasma flows in arcades, including 
siphon flow. A similar class of exact solutions in a cylindrical geometry is 
presented in chapter 6. These may provide a model for Evershed flow in sunspot, 
and flows in partially open magnetic fields.
Finally, in chapter 7 a method is presented for finding particular classes of 
exact solutions which have flows across magnetic field lines, due to a constant 
electric field in the ignorable coordinate direction.
In chapter 8, a brief summary of the conclusions of the research is given, 
along with some suggestions for future work.
Part 1
Chapter 2 : Inertial Effects
(2.1) Introduction
The nonuniform nature of the two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic 
interactions which produce observed coronal structures has been modelled by 
Priest (1988, hereafter Paper 1) as extended standing disturbances. Working in a 
semi-infinite rectangular region, a uniform plasma flow with an embedded 
magnetic field was considered. The plasma flow was assumed to be much less 
than the Alfven speed, thus neglecting the effect of inertial forces. Four possible 
types of interaction arise, namely,a fast-mode compression, a fast-mode 
expansion, a slow-mode compression, and a slow-mode expansion. As 
plasma moves along a magnetic fieldline, a fast-mode occurs if magnetic and 
plasma pressures are in phase. Otherwise, we have a s low-mode.  A 
com pression  occurs when the plasma pressure increases, whereas an 
expansion occurs when it decreases. For example, a fast-mode expansion 
occurs when both plasma and magnetic pressures decrease.
In this chapter the restriction on the magnitude of the plasma flow is relaxed 
and so a more general governing equation is obtained (section 2.2). Symmetric 
solutions are developed in section 2.3, and the properties of their fundamental 
modes are discussed in section 2.4.% particular, the dependence of the solutions 
upon the parameters which characterise the uniform background state, and the 
perturbed state is investigated. For some values of the uniform background flow 
(vq) ,  the solutions for the perturbed quantities become oscillatory in both spatial 
variables. These solutions are determined in section 2.5. By altering the boundary 
conditions, solutions may be found which allow magnetic flux to escape across 
the side boundaries of the region under consideration (section 2.6). A simple 
expression for the width of a coronal hole is suggested. The final two sections 
address more general considerations. In section 2.7 it is illustrated how
10
nonseparable solutions to the governing equation may be found, and finally in 
section 2.8 the relationship between the standing disturbances presented here and 
MHD waves in a uniform media is indicated.
(2.2) Basic Equations
We consider steady, adiabatic MHD disturbances in two dimensions, 
described by the standard MHD equations, in the absence of gravity, given by
(1.11)-(1.15). The plasma velocity and magnetic field are taken to be 
v(x,z) = VxX + Vyy + VzZ ; B(x,z) = BxX + Byp + B^z ,
respectively.
Suppose now that we consider a steady state with uniform flow (vqz) ,  
magnetic field (B qz), pressure po, and density po- This uniform flow and field 
will model a locally uniform corona. In order to understand nonuniform coronal 
structures, it seems natural to perturb the uniform state and discover what 
deviations are possible. In practice such perturbations may be a result of waves 
propagating through the corona in response to motions at the coronal base. In 
order to perturb the uniform state, set
v = vo+evi , B=Bo+eBi, p=po+epi, p=po+epi, (2.1)
here e « l  is a perturbation parameter. Substitute equations (2.1) into equations
(1.11)-(1.15) and linearise by neglecting squares and products of quantities vi, 
Bi, PI, pi which are assumed to be of order vq,Bo, Bo^ (2|!)-1, po respectively. 
Alternatively, substitute the particular background state chosen here into the 
general linearised equations (1.21)-(1.26), neglecting gravity for simplicity.
The x-component of the equation of motion, (1.25) becomes
P O V O ^ = - ^ - ^ ^ + ^ ^ .  (2.2)dz dx |! dx |X dz
while the z-component yields 
)viz
dz dzPOVQ^^ . (2.3)
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Observe that equation (2.2) has terms due to the plasma pressure and the
magnetic field, and so the interaction between the two may be incorporated in a
simple way. Under the assumption of a sub-Alfvenic background flow with
vo«Bo/(ppo)l/^, Priest (Paper 1) neglected the inertial terms on the left-hand
side of equations (2.2) and (2,3). This has the immediate consequence that the
perturbed plasma pressure is a function of x alone, from equation (2.3). In this
analysis no restrictions are placed on vq , and the terms on the left-hand side are
kept, allowing us to examine inertial effects.
Integrating the y-component of the the induction equation (1.24) we obtain
(2.4)
where Ei is a constant electric field associated with sideways motion along the x- 
direction. For simplicity we henceforth set E^s 0, implying that the plasma flow 
is along the magnetic fieldlines.
The mass continuity equation (1.23) reduces to
and the adiabatic energy equation (1.26) becomes
Integrating equation (2.6) with respect to z one obtains
pi=Cs2pi + fi(x),
where Cg^  = ypo/po is the isothermal sound speed and fi(x) can, for example, be 
determined from the values of pi and pi at z=0 or z^oo . For simplicity, we shall 
set this function to zero, so that
Pi— Pi • (2.7)
The solenoidal condition (1.22) is satisfied by the flux function Ai, defined
by
Bix==” ^  , = . (2.8)dz dx
12
POVQ 9z2 1-M  ^ 9x2 n dxdz J! dz^
which, after employing equation (2.4), becomes
where Ma= v(^va is the Alfven Mach number, and va= Bo(ppo)'^/^ is the Alfven 
speed. Using equations (2.8), one finally obtainsa
dz = 0 ,
where M t= vq / c t  is the cusp Mach number, with
s^ VA^
Cs^+ VA"
the square of the cusp speed. The governing equation may then be rewritten in the 
form
r)2Ai _ A2A 1 0 , (2.13)29z
a^ i g  a^ i  
az2 ^  9x2
''T'i
■t
The set of equations (2.2)-(2.7) can now be reduced to a single partial
%differential equation in Ai.
Eliminate pi from equations (2.2) and (2.3) using equation (2.7), to give 
Povo^  =. + iü 3|ix . (2.9)dz dx p dx p dz
P O V O ^ = - C s 2^ .  (2.10)dz dz
Equation (2.10) implies that
POVQViz + Cs^pi = F(x) ,
or
(2.11)
Using equation (2.11), eliminate piffom equation (2.5), to give
where M=V(/cs is the Mach number.
Differentiating equation (2.9) with respect to z, and using equations (2.11)
and (2.12), one obtains
d^yix PQVQ B^vix _ Bo a^Biz  ^ Bp9^Bix 13)
13
where 
=,2_____ 1-Mt^(1-M2)(1-Ma2) ‘
Integrating equation (2.13) with respect to z, and rescaling the variables, 
gives Poisson's equation, and hence several standard techniques may be 
employed to find solutions for Ai. In this chapter only separable solutions of 
equation (2.13) will be considered in detail. Note that in the limit vo« va, 
considered by Priest (Paper 1), the constant a  becomes unity. It is also of interest 
to note the presence of the cusp speed ct, which arises as a result of the 
interaction between the magnetic field and plasma in a compressible medium.
It may also be noted that the y-components of the velocity and magnetic field
become uncoupled, as they only appear in the y-component of the equation of
motion (1.25) and the x-component of the induction equation (1.24), namely;
3viy BBlyPOVQ- _ _oz dz
and
VQ _
which give
(1-Ma2) ^  = 0 . dz
Thus, when Ma^=1, Biy and viy are arbitary functions of x and z. When Ma^
1, Biyand viy are functions of x alone, that is,
Biy = f 2 ( x ) ,v iy = ^ f2 ( x ) .
These are purely Alfvenic disturbances in the y-direction. For the remainder of the 
chapter our attention will focus on the x and z-components of the velocity and the 
magnetic field.
(2.3) Symmetric Solutions
Seeking separable solutions to equation (2.13) of the form 
Ai = X(x)Z(z),
14
one obtains the ordinary differential equations
g + c 2 x  = 0 ,  (2.14)
and
^ - c 2 a 2 z  = b ,  (2.15)
where b is a constant and c^ is the separation constant.
Solutions to equations (2.14) and (2.15) are sought following Paper 1 in a
region -L < x ^ , ^ 0  for Biz symmetric about x=0, with the following boundary
conditions satisfied (Figure 2.1) ;
Biz = -  = Bof(x) on z = 0 , (2.16)dx
Bix = -> 0 as z -> oo , (2.17)dz
B i x s  =0 on X =0 , (2.18)dz
^ I z  = _ = 0 on X = L . (2.19)dx dx-^
The form f(x) of the normal magnetic field is imposed at the base of the corona 
(equation (2.16)), while equation (2.17) implies that the fieldlines become vertical 
at large distances. Symmetry on the axis x=0 is ensured by equation (2.18), and 
equation (2,19) represents a free-floating boundary condition, allowing Biz to 
attain whatever value the solution determines along x=L. In view of equation 
(2.15) it is equivalent to imposing Bix = 0.
Imposition of the boundary conditions (2.17)-(2.19) implies that the 
separation constant c is n%/L for n=l,2,3,.., and the solution of equation (2.13) 
is
(2.20)
n=l
From equations (2.8) the magnetic field components can be determined to be
oo
B ix = ^ ,a n B o a s in f ^ \x p f -  j , (2.21 )
n=l
15
L L
Figure 2.1: Boundary conditions for solutions with the perturbed
longitudinal magnetic field Biz symmetric in x about x -0.
16
oo
B i z  =  ^ . a n B o c o s f ^ t b n  +  e x p ^ -  . (2 .2 2 )
n=l
It can be seen that, as with the case of the slow flow, Biz does not in general 
approach zero as z ^  oo, unless bn = 0 for all n.
The boundary condition (2.16) implies that
oo
f(x) = ^ a n ( b n  + l ) c o s 0 ^ j  ,
n=l
from which we deduce that L
5 an(bn + 1) = ^ ^ f (x )c o s |j^ jd x  = Ini . (2.23)
Also,equation (2.4) gives
ooS . /'njcx^ (  n% az\ voaanSin(^-^Jexpj^- J , (2.24)
and so from equation (2.2) we obtain
oo
PI = P® ■ ^  n + ^  exp(- . (2.25)
It may be noted at this point that pi is now a function of both x and z, whereas for 
the slow flow (Paper 1), pi depended only on x. This implies that the isobars will 
now be curved rather than being straight lines. From equation (2.25), one can 
deduce that at the base of the corona (z=0)
0
and L
Pe = Jpi(x,0)dx .
Equations (2,23) and (2.26) may then be solved to give
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(2.26)
The major difference between the results obtained here compared with those 
obtained by Priest is the inclusion of the constant a, different from unity, and the 
dependence of pi on both x and z. The inclusion of a  will cause the behaviour of 
the solutions to vary as the value of vq  changes, and this is investigated in the 
following section.
(2.4) Fundamental Mode Solutions
To discover the basic physics of the MHD interactions studied here, it is 
necessary to consider only the fundamental mode (n=l). The first-order 
perturbation quantities may be written as
B ix = aiBoasinJjj^xp^- , (2.29)
Biz = aiBocos0jJ^bi + exp^- , (2.30)
P I= - ^  1 + i^ ’^ pG ^ ) }  ’
and
" (Inl -^n2 )
Once the functions f and pi(x,0) are prescibed, the resulting MHD response ( 
equations (2.21),(2.22),(2.24) and (2.25)) of the overlying corona can be 
deduced, the constants a» and bn being determined from equations (2.27a) and 
(2.27b),
Finally, assuming that the perturbed normal component of velocity viz is zero 
at z=0, eqation (2.12) may be integrated to give
oo
n— 1
In the limit vo« C s,va, equations (2.20)-(2.28) reduce to the corresponding 
symmetric solutions in Paper 1, since
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. fKx') (  a n z  vix = aivoasin(^-jjJexp(^- (2.32)
(2.33)
where
aiBo = | ^  .
bi —  -
p lO  + Bn2f(0)MA2 jx
P10 + Bo2f(0)P
and by definition
Bio = Biz(0,0) = Bof(0) , 
PlO = Pl(0,0),
(2.34a)
(2.34b)
(2.34c)
B o B i o  *
The effect of altering the form of the normal magnetic field Bof(x) and the 
plasma pressure at the coronal base will be expressed in changes in the 
perturbation parameters Bio and pio- Also, since we wish to consider the effect 
of altering vq  and po in the uniform state, it is advantageous to express the 
unperturbed quantities in terms of Ma and p,where
Ma = : ^  ,P  = 2ppo Bo2 •
With these changes in the parameters, we may rewrite equations (2.31) and 
(2.33) as
Ma^Bo^ ('Ttx'X PI = - aicosj^u y b 1 +
viz = aiVQ
where
1-2Ma2/(tP)
1-Mt^
COS
1-2Ma2/(tP) 
(¥)!■-
1-[2/(tP)+1]Ma2
f  a%z\
® *p i--T rJ  ’
(1-M2)(1-Ma2) (1-2Ma2/(7P))(I-Ma2) ’
bi = -
PlO+1 PlO+
Ma2 P lo t Ma21-M2J Pio+1 1-2Ma2/(tP)
C235)
(2.36)
(237)
(2.38)
(2.39)
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and
Before investigating the properties of these solutions ,we note that the
equation of the fieldlines passing through the point (xo,0) on the coronal base
may be determined from dx dz 
Bix " B o ’
as
a ijl-  exp(- = log< (2.41)
When ai>0, the fieldlines diverge from the z-axis, and when ai<0 they converge. 
The isobar pi=k is given by
L ,  ,z -  —  loga n M a ^  ^ B o ^ a i  V L- jv\ (2.42)
Observe that the isobars are no longer straight lines, as in the slow-flow case, 
since the plasma pressure has now a z-dependence. The tendency is for regions of 
high plasma pressure to broaden as z increases.
Returning to the fundamental mode solutions, it is clear that their nature 
depends upon the sign of a^. For flow speeds vq such that ct<vo<Cs (i.e., 
[2/(yP)+1]-I/2<Ma<[2/(tP)]‘1/2 ) or vo>VA (i.e., Ma>1), a^  is negative (Figure 
2.2), and so the z-dependent terms become oscillatory. When we are in the frame 
of reference of the plasma , it is only for these two intervals that energy can be 
propagated at speed vq by the disturbance. For ct<vo<Cs, the plasma and 
magnetic pressures are out of phase, and so the disturbance is slow-mode. In 
contrast, when vq>va the disturbance is fast-mode,since magnetic and plasma 
pressures are in phase.
However, note that the oscillatory nature of the z-dependence means that the 
boundary condition (2.17) cannot be satisfied. To find non-trivial solutions, one 
can replace equation (2.17) by ,for example
2 0
aJ2C
Figure 2.2; The dependence on the flow speed vq  of 
a2=(l-Mf)/((l-M2)(l-MA%.
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(ZQ>0), (2.43)dz dz^
which provides an upper boundary condition. These solutions are determined in 
the next section.
At VQ = CT or Cg the fundamental mode solutions break down. On returning to 
the linearised MHD equations, one finds no solutions of physical interest in the 
context of the present study.
When vo=VA, one finds that Bixand vix are both constant, while pi and Biz 
are independent of z, being proportional to the functional form of the normal 
component of magnetic field imposed at the base. These are Alfvenic disturbances 
in the direction of the uniform field and flow.
In the regions 0<vo<ct (i.e., 0<Ma<[2/(7P)+1}-1/2 ) and Cs<vq<va (he., 
[2/(7P)]‘1/2<Ma<1), the z-dependence of the solutions remains exponentially 
decaying. These solutions will now be examined in more detail for the interval 
0<VQ<CT .
As discovered in Paper 1, four physically distinct cases arise. When plasma 
near the axis x=0 rises, one can deduce from Figure 3 that
(i) ai>0, bi<0 gives a fast-mode expansion ,
(ii) ai<0, bi>0 gives a fast-mode compression,
(iii) ai<0, bi<0 gives a slow-mode expansion,
(iv) ai>0 ,bi>0 gives a slow-mode compression.
These are the same as for the slow flow case, though now inequalities (i)-(iv) 
may be related to the signs of the perturbation parameters Bio and Piq.
a) Bio > 0
From equation (2.38) it can be seen that the sign of ai is determined by that of 
(plO+1) when 0<vo<ct. The critical values of pio are -MA [^ 1-2MA /^(7p)]"  ^ and 
-1. Equation (2.39) determines the value of bi.
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aa
^X/L
Figure 2.3a
Figure 2.3: The x-dependence of : (a) perturbed transverse magnetic field 
Bix and v ix , (b) longitudinal field Biz , (c) pressure pi,
(d) longitudinal flow speed viz, for several values of z for the 
fundamental mode.
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Figure 2.3b
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Figure 2.3c
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First, when P io< -l, then ai<0 from equation (2.38). Also, since 
PiO+Ma^[1-2Ma /^(TP)]"  ^<0 then bi<0, and the hence the disturbance is a slow­
mode expansion.
For -1<P io<-M a^[1-2M a ^/(yP)]'^, ai>0 and bi>0 since 0<Ma^[1- 
2M a ^/(yP)]' for 0<VQ<CT. Hence the disturbance is a slow -m ode 
compression.
Finally, when P io>-Ma^[1-2Ma^/(yP)]’^  one finds that ai>0 and bi<0, 
giving a fast-mode expansion,
b) Bjo < 0
When Pio<-l, it can be clearly seen that ai>0, and from equation (2.39) 
bi<0, resulting in a fast-mode expansion.
When -1<Pio<-Ma^[1-2Ma^/(yP)]’^  ai<0 and bi>0 resulting in a fast­
mode compression. Finally, when pio> -Ma^[1-2Ma^/(yP)]'^^^, ai<0 and 
bi<0 giving slow-mode expansion. The above results are summarised in Table 
2.1 .
Observe that the expected physical behaviour depends critically upon the sign 
and form of the normal component of magnetic field and plasma pressure 
imposed at the base.
The solutions (2.29)-(2.33) are also valid when Cs<vq<va. To determine the 
type of disturbance that occurs as plasma rises near the z-axis, adopt the same 
proceedure as before, to obtain the results shown in Table 2.2.
From Figure 2.3 note that the maximum values of Bix(at z=0), Biz(as z-4oo), 
pl(z-^oo) all depend upon the parameters M a and p. Figure 2.4 reveals that 
increasing vq , and hence Ma, in the range 0 < v q< c t  increases the maximum 
values. Likewise, increasing po, and hence p, has the effect of decreasing the 
maximum values for any given value of vq .
To explain physically why these variations occur it is necessary to return to 
the equation of motion and consider the inertial term. Putting v = vs, where s is 
the unit vector along a streamline ,the term (v.V)v may be decomposed into
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Table 2.1 ; The variation of type of disturbance with Bio and pio for 
vo<CT.
Bio<0
slow-mode expansion fast-mode expansion
fast-mode compression slow-mode compression
fast-mode expansion slow-mode expansion
Table 2.2 : The variation of the type of disturbance for Cs<vo<va.
B,o<0 B,o>0
fast-mode expansion slow-mode expansion
fast-mode compression slow-mode compression
fast-mode expansion slow-mode expansion
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p =0.01
A0 . 0 0.1 0.70 . 2 0.3 0.5
P = 1 . 0
Figure 2.4a
Figure 2.4 : The VQ-dependence of the maxima of (a) Bix and vix ,(b) Bi;
and pi, (c) Viz, for several values of p=2|ipo/Bo2 when 
0<Ma2<(1+2/(tP))-1/2.
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0,70. 60.50. 40.3D. I 0 . 20.0
Figure 2.4b
0
A0.0 0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Figure 2.4c
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= + (2.44)
where n is the principal normal to the streamline and î l  is its radius of curvature. 
The second term on the right-hand side results in a centrifugal force acting on the 
plasma. Increasing vq increases the cenWfugal force. To balance this, there tends 
to be a corresponding increase in the tension of the fieldlines which decreases 
their radius of curvature. This increase in the curvature of the field is consistent 
with the solutions here (in which the maximum of Bix increases ). More magnetic 
fieldlines become bunched in the regions of strong field, thus explaining the 
increase in Biz at z->c« as vq increases.
To explain the pressure variations, consider the case of converging fieldlines. 
As plasma rises, the flow velocity increases, with the streamlines becoming closer 
together, and so the plasma pressure falls. Increasing vq bunches the streamlines 
clser together, and so we expect an increase in the flow velocity maximum and a 
decrease in the plasma pressure minima. For diverging fieldlines, the opposite 
would occur (i.e., flow velocity minima to decrease, and plasma pressure maxima 
to increase).
These intuitive ideas may be verified from the equation of motion (1.25) as 
follows, since it may be decomposed into components along a streamline (s) (the 
same direction as the fieldlines in this model) and perpendicular to a streamline
n + n , (2.45)
(n). This gives
where the symbols have their usual meaning. Linearising equation (2.45), the 
above equation may be rewritten as
i  (5) * I  ÿ  (S)® -  3Î (m) ■ æ (»)'
In terms of the components, we have
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and
(2.47)
Now, as VQ increases, the left-hand side of equation (2.46) increases, and so 
-d(pi/po)/ds increases. In other words, the pressure gradient d(pi/po)/ds 
decreases. Since the plasma pressure is fixed at the base (z=0), the pressure 
gradient may be decreased only by increasing the maximum pressure at z- ^ oq, it 
then follows that the maximum flow velocity will decrease in accord with our 
solutions.
Turning now to variations that occur when p is altered, note that increasing p 
decreases the strength of the magnetic field. In the case of diverging fieldlines 
(Figure 2.5a), increasing p will reduce the bunching of the fieldlines in regions of 
strong field, i.e, the fieldlines will move toward the axis x=0.
Now increasing p (orpo) in equation (2.46) requires a coiresponding increase 
in the flow velocity maximum of viz. Increasing p in equation (2.46) requires an 
increase in the radius of curvature R  to balance the increase in P on the right- 
hand side. This reduces the curvature of the fieldlines, and so they become less 
bunched with a smaller field strength. Since the flow velocity increases, one 
expects a larger pressure gradient in equation (2.47). This may be achieved by 
decreasing the maximum of plasma pressure at z-^°o, in agreement with our 
solutions.
The fieldlines are given by equation (2.41) and in Figure 2.5a to demonstrate 
the effect of varying vq . For ai>0, bi>0 the fieldlines diverge. Increasing vq 
(Figure 2.5b) bends the fieldlines more towards the boundaries x=±L. Also, 
increasing vq broadens the region of high plasma pressure near x=di. This can 
be seen in equation (2.47), where an increase in vq may be balanced by a 
decrease in dp/dn, i.e, an increase in the plasma pressure. Priest (Paper 1) has 
suggested that these slow-mode compressions may appear in the corona as
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Figure 2.5a
Figure 2.5 : Holes or voids associated with slow-mode expansions for,
Figure 2,5b
(a) low-speed flow (Ma=0.1,P=0.5), (b)high-speed flow
(Ma=0.5,P=0.5). Magnetic fieldlines are arrowed and high
plasma pressure regions are shaded.
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strong (i.e., diverging) coronal holes or voids of reduced plasma pressure. From 
this model, we suggest that the 'strength' of the coronal hole or void depends |
upon the flow speed v q .
When ai< 0, bi> 0, we have an example of converging fieldlines (Figure 
2.6a). Again, increasing vq bunches the fieldlines toward the region of stronger 
field near the axis x=0. The region of high plasma pressure near x=0 broadens 
with increasing v q . Priest (Paper 1) has suggested that such fast-m ode 
compressions may show up in the corona as strong (i.e., converging) plumes 
of enhanced pressure.
(2.5) Solutions With Oscillatory z-Dependence
kwIt ha^already noted that when a^<0 the oscillatory z-dependence fails to 
satisfy boundary conditions (2.17), which we can replace and so find valid 
solutions for (i) ct<vo<Cs and (ii) vq>va.
When CT<vo<Cs equations (2.14) and (2,15) may be written asg + crvz = b ,
where
Mt -^1
(M2-1)(Ma^-1) *
On applying boundary conditions (2.43),(2.18) and (2.19), the solution of 
equation (2.13) is found to be
n=l
and from equations (2.8) and (2.4) we obtain
oo
(2.48)
n=l
oo
B,z = X a n B o c o { 5 H jd „ c o s (2 f^ )  + c o s ( 5 î M | , (2.49)
n=l
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Figure 2.6a
/ \ /v / V
Figure 2.6b
Figure 2.6: Plumes of enhanced pressure (shaded) associated with
fast-mode expansions for ,(a) low-speed flow (Ma=0.1,P=0.5)
(b) high-speed flow (Ma=0.1,P=0.3).
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Vlx =
n-1
X a n V o a s i n ( 2 H ) i „ ( i E M )  (2.50)
Substitution of equations (2.48),(2.49) and (2.50) into equation (2.2) and
integrating gives
oo
PI
and hence from equation (2.12)
oo
n=l
By a similar procedure solutions when vo>va may be found which are similar to 
those above, except that the sign of viz is reversed.
(2.6) Alternative Side Boundary Conditions
A natural development of the symmetric solutions presented earlier is to 
modify the boundary condition on x=+L, to allow magnetic flux to enter or leave 
the region -L:ôc^, z ^ .  This may be accomplished by replacing equation (2.19) 
by
Biz = 0 on x=±L. (2.51)
It is possible to find solutions for which Biz is symmetric or asymmetric about 
x=0, although only the symmetric case is considered here. In particular, the 
magnetic flux <0 crossing the boundaries x=±L is calculated, and the dependence 
upon the uniform state parameters Ma and p considered. When all the flux 
entering the region leaves across the boundaries x=±L, we have a coronal hole­
like structure whose width is determined.
a) Symmetric Solutions
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Applying the boundary conditions (2.17),(2.18) and (2.51) to the solutions of I
equations (2.14) and (2.15), it is easily shown that the solution to (2.13) for i
- L ^ ^ ,  z>0 is I
oo j
n-1 I
where a is given by equation (2.37). The resulting perturbation quantities are !
oo
Bix = , (2.53)
OO
Biz = g a . B o c o ( ( ! ^ ) | b n  + exp(- ( 2 : ^ ) } ,  (2.54)
OO
vix = , (2.55)
OO
oo
n=l
Treating the fundamental mode in the same way as the solutions discussed in 
section 2.4 is left for an exercise for the reader.
To determine the equation of the fieldlines of the fundamental mode, we note
that
Bix = aiBoasinf^jexp^- ,
and so the fieldlines are given by dz Bq 
dx “ Bix
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 ^ , 3  • (2.58)
a r j J
Solving equation (2.58) for a fieldline passing through the footpoint (xo,0), we 
obtain
(2.59)
When ai>0, the fieldlines diverge from the line x=0 (Figure 2.7), and the flux 
leaves the region -L<x<L, z>0. However, when ai<0, the fleldlines converge 
toward the axis x=0, and so flux enters the region. We will consider the case 
ai>0 in a little more detail, since it may resemble a coronal hole magnetic field. In 
practice, the field leaving the region would probably form a closed field structure,
b) Magnetic Flux Calculations
The magnetic flux (by, entering the region at the base (z=0), is given by 
L
^Biz(x,0)dx
= (2.60) itBo
which depends upon the form of the normal component of the magnetic field 
imposed at the coronal base.
The magnetic flux 0  crossing the boundary x=L is given by
oo
<E> = jBix(L,x)dz 
2 L „
(2.61)It 1^1-[2/(tP)+1]Ma2,
which depends upon both the uniform state and perturbation parameters. From 
Figure 2.7b, we see that increasing Ma increases the amount of flux crossing the 
boundary x=l, when we restrict our attention to 0 < v o < c t .
To explain why this occurs, we return to the equation
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the component of the equation of motion normal to the fieldlines. Linearising
equation (2.62), we obtain the first-order equation 
2poVQ.vi ^ .d E i  _ A fB p -B A  2Bo,B i
R. <1“ n J pJt ■
The terms of equation(2.63) may be identified from left to right as the centrifugal
force Fc, the plasma pressure gradient Fp, the magnetic pressure gradient F^p,
and the magnetic tension Ft. When the x-component of the equation of motion is
considered, namely;
p„y„§ïl2S. ,B o3B iz  I Bq 9Bu
0x |i 3x p. 9z
the various force terms may be calculated from the fundamental modes of the 
equations (2.53)-(2.57) to be
I t )  ■ (2.64)
Fmp = s in (g |b i+ ex p (- ^ ) }  , (2.66)S • (2-62)
We note that the static parts of the magnetic and plasma pressures cancel. Thus, 
for the remaining parts as v q  increases in 0 < v o < c t ,
(2.68)
and
'  2Lp
1-M^
1-Mt^ (2.70)
These all increase with v q ,  with Fp increasing faster than F^p. To maintain 
horizontal force balance, Fp is required to increase, which will result in a greater 
curvature of the fieldlines and hence an increase in <D. From equation (2.67), we 
note that there is indeed an increase in Fp with v q .
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When p is increased, we find that O decreases (Figure 2.7b) for any value of 
Ma. Increasing p is equivalent to increasing Cg or decreasing M. From equations 
(2.69) and (2.70) we see that Fp and F^p decrease with increasing P, with F^p 
decreasing faster. For force balance, we then require a decrease in Fc, which is 
observed to occur from equation (2.68). This results in a decrease in the curvature 
of the fieldlines and hence a decrease in 0 .
c) Case of Total Flux Loss - Coronal Holes 
It is instructive to consider the case
IOI = 0b, (2.71)
that is, when all the flux entering at the base escapes across the boundaries x=dL, 
which may be relevent for modelling coronal holes.The coronal hole would be 
taken to be the interval lying between the two innermost fieldlines. When equation 
(2.71) holds, one finds that
Substituting equation (2.72) in equation (2.38) and (2.39) gives
ai= ^ , bi =0. (2.73)
A simple expression for the widths of the hole at the coronal base may be derived 
as follows.
Setting x=L, and allowing z-><» in equation (2.59), we obtain an expression
for the footpoint of the fieldline closest to the axis x=0, namely ,
xo = —  tan"l[exp(-ai)]. (2.74)n
By symmetry of the equation (2.54) for Biz, the base width D of the coronal hole 
may thus be approximated byOTD = —  tan-l[exp(-ai)]K
(Z75)
Clearly D is dependent upon the form of the magnetic field imposed at z=0, but 
independent of the other parameters P io»Ma and p.
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Figure 2.7(a): Diverging fieldlines with flux crossing the boundaries 
x=±L with Ma=0.01,P=0.3,
40
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Figure 2.7(b): The MA-dependence of magnetic flux O through the side
boundary for several values of p when 0<MA<(l+2/('yp))"l/2.
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Figure 2.7(c): The dependence of the coronal hole width D/L on B iq/Bq, 
where Bof(0) is the imposed normal magnetic field on the 
and Biz(x,0)=Bof(x).
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As one would expect increasing B lo (increasing the size of the magnetic field 
imposed at the base) results in a decrease in the coronal hole width D (Figure 
2.7c), with the maximum coronal width occurring when Bio=0.
(2.7) Nonseparable Solutions
Up to this point only separable solutions of the governing equation (2,13) 
have been considered. However, it is possible to employ other standard 
techniques to determine wider classes of solutions, which may be relevant when 
studying the solar corona.
First, we integrate (2.13) with respect to z to give
where h is some function of x. In the special case when v q «  C s ,v a ,  h(x) has
been identified as the plasma pressure gradient (fi/Bo)dpi/dx.
The nature of equation (2.76) depends upon the magnitude of vg. When
0<vo<CT, and Cs<vo<va, equation (2.76) is elliptic (Poisson’s equation), while in
the intervals c t< v o < C s  and v q > v a ,  equation (2.76) becomes hyperbolic. We shall
consider the two cases separately.
a) Elliptic Case
Introducing the variables
u i = x/a , 0)2 = z ,
equation (2.76) may be written in the canonical form 
3^Ai
^0)1  ^ d\>2^ = h(ao)i). (2.77)
The boundary conditions (2.16)-(2.19) become 
0Ai
Bo)i
9Ai
3o)2
9Ai
0^)2
= - aBof(ao)i) on o>2=0 ,
0 as 0)2 ,
= 0 on 0)1=0, (2.78)
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= 0  on 0)1= ± “  ,Oo)2 a
in terms of the new variables. Equations (2.77) and (2.78) constitute an
inhomogeneous Neumann-boundary value problem, which can be solved using
Green's functions, giving a solution of the form
oo
Ai = —- j  J(h(a^)+aBof(a^))G(^,Tl,o)i,o)2)d^dri, (2.79)
'*’'0  -IVa
where G is the appropriate Green's function. Once the specific functional form of
h and f are specified, it is possible to use (2.79) to determine all the remaining
perturbation quantities.
b) Hyperbolic Case
Setting
-Yi^(vo) l iM l? ------(1-M2)(1-Ma2) ’
where c t< v o < C s  and v q > v a ,  we may transform (x,z) into the variables (%i,T|i) 
defined by
=x + 7iz , Til = x-yiz.
This transformation will change equation (2.77) into the canonical form
Integrating this equation with respect to ^ i  and T |i ,  we obtain
Ai = - 5  U i Jh((Çi+lii)/2)d^i + S(4i) + T (tii), (2.80)
where S(Çi) and T(rii) are determined by the boundary conditions, and D is the
domain of the solution. The boundary conditons may be recast in the form 
3Ai 3Ai
9Ai 9Ai 
3r)i 
9Ai 9Ai 
^ 1  
9Ai 3Ai 
3^1 3rii
Bof((^l+Tji)/2) on(^i+rii) = 0 , 
->0 as (^1 -Tji)
= 0 on (^i+Tji) = 0 ,
= 0 on (Çi+îli) = ±L.
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Thus, we have illustrated that equation (2.13) has more general classes of 
solutions, which may be of importance in the solar corona, particularly when the 
form of the pressure gradient dpi/dx is known.
(2.8) Connection With MHD Waves 
Noting that
equation (2.13) may be written as
Setting
vix(x,z) = vix(x)eikz, 
and making the transformation vg-xo/kz, equation (2.81) becomes
^ ^ ^  + mo2 vix = 0 ,
where
m  2 _  (kz^V A ^ - C p2)(kz2cs2  - Cp2)
° (Cs^+VA^)(kz^Cs2 - 0)2)
This is just the usual wave equation for a uniform medium (see for example 
Roberts, 1986). We have obtained this result by a 'Doppler ' shift from the steady 
state. However, it is important to see that it is not proper to think of the solutions 
presented in this chapter as merely a Doppler shift of the usual wave solutions. 
The reason for this is related to the boundary conditions we impose. By 
specifying quantities at z=0, we give a reference level which does not move as the 
plasma flows into the region -L<x<<L, z>0, and hence is not Doppler shifted.
(2.9) Conclusions
In this chapter we have sought to clarify further the nature of MHD 
interactions which create observed structures. We have shown that the nature of 
the interaction depends critically upon the parameters Big and pig representing
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the perturbed magnetic field and plasma beta at the base (equation (2.34)). By 
changing the form of Bio and pio, the interaction can switch from a slow-mode 
to a fast-mode, and from an expansion to a compression. The uniform state 
parameters M^and p, representing the Alfven Mach number and plasma beta of 
the basic state determine the strength of the interaction. For example, plumes of 
enhanced pressure become more enhanced by increasing Ma-
From the discussion in section 2.6 it becomes evident that there is a complex 
balance between centrifugal, pressure, and tension forces. The magnitude of these 
forces depends not only on the spatial coordinates but also upon the parameters 
which characterise the uniform state. It is interesting to note that such a simple 
example still reveals a rich complexity in the physics.
By including inertial effects, we have shown that the theory developed by 
Priest (Paper 1) can be extended to include all flow speeds v q . The generalised 
governing equation derived in section 2.2 allows us to construct solutions which 
depend upon the flow speed v q  and the plasma pressure of the uniform state. 
Increasing v q , for 0 < v q < c t ,  increases the maximum values of the magnetic field 
strength and the flow velocity. Increasing pg decreases the maximum values of 
the magnetic field strength and flow. The curvature of the fieldlines and isobars is 
also a function of vg.
Altering the side boundary conditions allows us to find solutions for which 
magnetic flux leaves the region of interest, which may be relevant in studying 
coronal holes. An expression for the width of a coronal hole and the way it varies 
with the parameters of the perturbed state is also obtained.
Finally,we have shown how more general classes of solutions to our 
governing equation may be found, and we indicated our solutions are related to 
MHD waves in a uniform medium.
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Chapter 3 : Cylindrical Geometry
(3.1) Introduction
The analysis of the previous chapter is here extended to a cylindrical geometry, 
which is more realistic when modelling three-dimensional structures in the solar 
corona, such as plumes and coronal holes. Both axial symmetric and nonaxial 
symmetric magnetic fields are treated. For the axisymmetric case there are 
solutions with an azimuthal component of magnetic field Bi<|,. These represent 
Alfvenic disturbances and decouple from the magnetoacoustic disturbances that 
we consider in detail. The basic characteristics of the axisymmetric solutions are 
found to be similar to the Cartesian case considered in the previous chapter. 
Quantitatively, the interactions are stronger in the central region of the cylinder, 
weaker at the outer boundary. Pressure gradients are found to be smaller in the 
cylindrical case.
Solutions dependent upon all three spatial variables exhibit an asymmetry 
because of the angular angular dependence. They depend upon the azimuthal field 
imposed at the coronal base.
We now give an outline of the chapter. In section 2.3, the governing equation 
for both the symmetric and nonaxisymmetric cases are derived from the linearised 
MHD equations. Section 3.3 is devoted to the axially symmetric case where we 
note the qualitative similarities with the rectangular case, and point out the 
quantitative differences. The non-symmetric solutions are developed in section 
3.4, and the properties of a particular mode is discussed.
(3.2) Derivation of Governing Equations
Consider a steady state in a cylindrical geometry (r,<j),z) with uniform flow 
(vQz), magnetic field (Bg^), plasma pressure (pg), and density (pg). Linearising
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the steady MHD equations about this basic state in the manner described in
chapter 1 gives an equation of motion ;
^Vlr 3pi Bq 9Biz  ^ Bp3BirPOVQ
POVQ
9z 3r p. 9r p 3z 
^vid) l^ P l  B q 1 3Biz ^BgBBj^ 
3z  ^ 3(j) p  ^ 0<j) p 9z
POVQ dz
3pi
3z
the soienoidal condition
or  ^ o<{) oz
the continuity ec
3pl VQ—“ + po dz
uation
dz = 0 ;
the induction equation
B ( ^ - v o | ^  = 0 . dz dz
B o ^ - v o ^ = 0.dz dz
and finally, an adiabatic energy equation
dB i4>^
d(j) = 0 ;
P I  =  C s^pi,
(3.1a)
(3.1b)
(3.1c)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4a)
(3.4b)
(3.4c)
(3.5)
where Cs = (Tpo/po)^^ is the sound speed. Again we neglect gravity in equation 
(3.1), for simplicity. Its effect is negligible by comparision with the pressure 
gradients only when the height of the region considered is much smaller than the 
coronal scale height, typically lOOMm. In equation (3.5) the effects of thermal 
conduction, radiation, and coronal heating are neglected for simplicity, and so we 
assume variations are adiabatic. Their neglect is valid only when the time for 
plasma to flow over the region of interest is much smaller than the time scales for 
these nonadiabatic processes.
For a three-dimensional field (i.e, a magnetic field that depends upon r,(j> and 
z), equation (3.2) is identically satisfied by
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Bi = V x(Sz) + V xV x(Tz), (3.6)
where S and T are functions of r,<{) and z. In component form, equation (3.6) 
becomes
Bi /3 2 t d S \r+9z9r d^<{) j  1 3^zd(}> dr 4)
r id rd T \ X . (3.7)
The most important point to note is that in three dimensions two functions S and 
T are required to describe a fieldline, compared with one function in two 
dimensions. Using equations (3.1c), (3.4c), (3.5) and (3.7), equation (3.3) may
be written in the form
PQVQ^  d?3pi _ 
dz Bq(1~M2)
f i d
:di ,^ d r j
1 d2T>
J
(3.8)
where M=vo/Cg is the Mach number. Substituting equation (3.4a), (3.5), (3.8),
and (3.7) into equation (3.1a) we obtain
dz
where
a 2
r d rd 2T  1 dS
dz +
d rid
dzdr 
1-Mt2
I + a 2d^(}) J dr i ^dr
/dT ^ 1 d2T\^
=  0 , (3.9)
(1-M2)(1-Ma2) ’
with Mt  being the cusp Mach number, and Ma the Alfven Mach number.
Similarly, from equation (3.1b) we deduce that
d rd r ia ^ T  d s \  d r i3
dz Idz d^rd({) dr J   ^ dr %
r 1 d2T^^
\  J ' r W y ; =  0 . (3.10)
The properties of the constant a2 have already been discussed in chapter 2. In 
this chapter we restrict attention to a 2>0, which is more relevant to the low 
corona.
In the axially symmetric case, the (ji-components of the equations decouple
from the r,z-components. This allows us to set
. dT _ dSAi =r%- ; Bi(j,dr dr
so that
(3.11)
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and equation (3.9) becomes
dz 3z2 dr 0 . (3.12)/ /
The solutions of this equation will be considered in section 3.3. Observe, 
however, that from equations (3.1b) and (3.4b) we also have the azimuthal 
components (when Ma?^1)
Bi(j) = Bi<f)(r)
and
vi({) = vi<|,(r),
giving purely Alfvenic disturbances in the azimuthal direction, which is analogous 
to what was found in the previous chapter in the cartesian geometry.
Returning to the (j>-dependent case, the governing equation is obtained by 
eliminating S from equations (3.9) and (3.10), which yields, on using equation 
(3.7)
dz dz2 + a
f l  d
dJ
dBiz^ , 1 d2Biz'\'\
dr + d(|)2 = 0 . (3.13)
Equations (3.9) and (3.10) may be written in terms of the magnetic field
components to give 
^ f^Bir odB iz  ^
dz dz '  dr = 0 ,
and
d r^Bid, a 2 dBiz> ^
(3.14a)
(3.14b)
respectively. Thus, having solved equation (3.13) for Biz, Bir and Bi(j) may be 
deduced from equations (3.14a) and (3.14b), respectively.
(3.3) Axisymmetic Solutions
(a) Derivation of Solutions
We seek solutions of equation (3.12) of the form 
Ai = rR(cr)Z(z), 
and so obtain the ordinary differential equations
5 0
0 - c W Z  = b . (3.15a)
and Bessel's equation of first order
+ W  ^  + [(cr)2 - l]R(cr) = 0 . (3.15b)
where c2 is the separation constant, and b is a constant of integration.
We shall consider solutions to equation (3.15) in the cylindrical region 
0<r<L, z^O for which the longitudinal component of magnetic field Biz is 
symmetric about r=0. The following boundary conditions are imposed (Figure 
3.1);
Bir-^Oas z->oo , Bir = 0 on r = 0 ,L , (3.16a)
Biz = Bof(r) on z=0. (3.16b)
These are effectively the same as the conditions imposed in the rectangular case |
S'treated in chapter 2. Applying conditions (3.16a) to the solutions of equation f
(3.15a) and (3.15b) we may show that the solution to equation (3.12) is
n=l
where pi^n is the n'th zero of the Bessel function Ji.
From equation (3.11), the resulting components of the magnetic field are
oo
Bir = ^ a „ a B o J i ( t ^ ^ x p ( -  t l Æ ) , (3.17a)
n=l
oo
Biz = %,anBoJ((t!ÿE)^bn+exp(. . (3.17b)
n=l
and from equation (3.4a)
oo
^ ,an av Q Jif^ H ^ \x p f-  . (3.17c)
From equations (3.1a) and (3.1c), one may obtain
vir =
n~l
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ir
ir
B, = B f(r) ■> r/L
Figure 3.1; Boundary conditions for solutions with the longitudinal 
magnetic field Biz symmetric in r about r=0.
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oo
PI = - ^  % a n J o ( ^ j |^ b n + ^ e x p ( ^ .  , (3.17d)
and
oo
n=l
Here, we have assumed that viz=0 on z=0, in keeping with Priest (Paper 1), Note 
that, as with the rectangular case, Biz-->0 as z->oo only if bn=0. From equation 
(3.16b) we deduce that
oo
f(r) = % an(bn+ l)Jo(W i^). 
from which one deduces that
on using the orthogonality property of Bessel functions. Similarly from equation 
(3.17d) we have
from which one can solve for the coefficients an and bn to give
The above two expressions have the same vQ-dependence as the corresponding 
results in the rectangular case. The arguments given for the physical effects of 
different values of v q  in the rectangular case still hold for the cylindrical 
geometry. The major quantitative difference is that Bessel functions replace 
trigonometrical functions in the cylindrical case.
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The above the solutions may also be extended to give periodic z-dependence 
when a 2<0, in the same way as was possible with the rectangular case.
(b) Fundamental Mode Solutions
To discuss in more detail the quantitative differences between the rectangular 
and cylindrical cases, we will consider the fundamental mode; namely,
(3.18a) 
(3.18b)
la z '
Bir = a ia B o J i ( ^ ) s x p [ -  ;
Biz = aiBoJo(^^^Jbi+exp(^- ;
vir = aiavQ Ji^^^jexp^-
e x p t - ^
(3.18c)
(3.18d)
(3.18e)
where
bi = - (1+Pl0)"^fpl0+ T ^ l
and by definition
Bio = Biz(0.0) = Bof(0). Pio = ^  .
The equation of a fieldline with footpoint (ro,0) is obtained from dr dz 
Bir "Bo*
i.e, exp^- = 1 - (I(r) - I(ro)) ,
where
I(r) €
'M
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■»
The isobar pi= k is given by
JTM2-1
[ m a ^
-L , z =  log
am .i
^-lV kp. + 01
L J
and from Figure (3.2), we observe that there is a tendancy for regions of high 
plasma pressure to broaden slightly with increasing z. The geometrical 
configuration of the fieldlines depends upon the sign of ai. When a%<0, they 
converge toward r=0, and if in addition b i>0, we have a fa s t-m o d e  
compression which may show up in the corona as a plume of enhanced pressure 
(Figure 3.2a), Increasing the basic flow speed vq  makes flow speed and the 
magnetic field converge more and broadens the high-pressure regions (Figure 
3.2b).
For ai>0, the fieldlines diverge from r=0. In particular, when bi>0, we have 
a slow-mode compression, which may show up in the corona as a coronal 
hole, void or depletion (Figure 3.2c). Again, increasing vq  makes the field and 
flow diverge more and lowers the plasma pressure on the z-axis (Figure 3.2d).
From a consideration of Figure 3.3a-3.3d it can be seen that the classification 
of the solutions determined for the rectangular case holds for the cylindrical case 
also. However, we note some quantitative differences between the solutions. The 
zeros of the quantities Biz, viz and pi have been shifted toward the outer 
boundary, thus destroying the tranverse symmetry in the cylindrical case. Of 
more physical importance is to note that the maxima and minima of Biz, viz and 
pi are no longer equal in magnitude. This will result in interactions being stronger 
along the axis r=0 than close to the outer boundary r=L. Plasma pressure 
gradients in the transverse directions are also reduced in the cylindrical case 
(Figure 3.4). However, it is interesting to note that the magnetic flux is still 
equally divided between the two regions, as in the rectangular case.
Thus, although the solutions are qualitatively the same as the rectangular case, 
there are noticeable quantitative differences between the two geometries.
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Figure 3.2(a)
! i II l  i
I 
i
i
/V /lA
Figure 3.2(b)
Figure 3.2(a),(b): Plumes of enhanced pressure associated with fast-mode 
compressions for (a) low-speed flow (MA=0.1,p=0.5),(b) high- 
flow (Ma=0.3,P=0.5).
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Figure 3.2c
Figure 3.2d
Figure 3.2(c),(d): Holes, voids or depletions associated with slow-mode 
compressions for (a) low-speed flow (Ma=0.1,P==0.5), (b) 
higher speed flow (Ma=0.3,P=0.5).
5 7
o r  VyV,
aa
Figure 3.3a
Z=0
r / L
Z=oo0
8,/B e
1 )
Figure 3.3b
Z=0
4 r / L
Z=w8ib
Figure 3.3: The r-dependence (at several values of z for the fundamental
axisymmetric mode ) of (a) perturbed transverse magnetic field 
Bir and flow v%r, (b) longitudinal field Biz, (c) plasma pressure
pi, (d) longitudinal flow speed viz. 
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Figure 3,3cZ = 0
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Figure 3.3d
Z = 0
 ^ r / L
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P,p/kB(
Figure 3.4: Perturbed plasma pressure at z=0 for the fundamental
axisymmetric mode in (a) cylindrical geometry, (b) rectangular
geometry, where y is a normalised variable ((a) y = r/L, (b)
y=x/L) and k= -ai(bi+MA^/(l-M2)).
(c) Boundary Condition Allowing Flux Loss
By replacing the bondary condition on r=L by Biz=0, solutions may be 
constructed that allow magnetic flux to cross the outer boundary of the region 
0<r<L, z>0. As noted in the previous chapter, the case where flux enters the 
region may be relevant to coronal holes. The resulting fundamental mode has 
B u  = a i c x B o J , ( H ^ ) x p p - 2 ^ ) ;
where jio.l is the first zero of the Bessel function Jq.
The magnetic flux 0^ entering at the base (z=0) of the cylinder is 
= ^Biz(r,0)dA
where A is the area of the base of the cylinder. The magnetic flux Og crossing the
curved surface S of the cylinder at r=L is given by 
lr(L)Z)dS
Again, the VQ-dependence of these results is the same as for the rectangular case, 
although the presence of the Bessel functions will alter the actual value of the 
flux.
When all the flux entering through the base leaves across the side of the 
cylinder ai=Bio/Bo and bi=0. By calculating the equation of the fieldlines, with 
footpoint (ro,0), in the usual way, and setting r=L, z->oo, the footpoint of the 
innermost fieldline is found to be given by
BoflO,!
where r
I(r)=  f— ^— dC.
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When the hole is small Ji~x/2 and so the area Ah of the coronal hole would be 
approximated by
Bio"AH~27cL2exp^-
This depends upon the form of the imposed longitudinal field. The stronger the 
field the smaller the area Ah . The distance 2L may be taken as roughly the 
distance between two active regions, for instance.
3.4 Solution of (|)-Dependent Equation
a) Derivation of Nonaxisymmetric Solutions
Seeking solutions to equation (3.13) of the form 
Biz = B(r)^(<t>)Z(z), 
yields the differential equations
g . „ 2 „ 2 g  = 0 ,  (3.19a)
^ ^ v 2 o = 0 ,  (3.19b)d((r
(0j)2 + (or) — —  ^+ [(or)2 - v2]R(or) = 0 ,  (3.19c)d(or)2 d(or)
where and o^are separation constants. We will solve equations (3.19a),
(3.19b), (3.19c) subject to the boundary conditions
Bir,Bl({)-^0 as z->«», (3.20a)
Bir = Oonr=OJv, (3.20b)
Bi(j)(r,0,z) = Bi<{,(r,27t,z) , (3.20c)
Biz = Bof(r,(j)) on z=0, (3.20d)
Bi(j, = Bog(r,(j)) on z=0 . (3.20e)
These conditions are similar to those imposed in the axisymmetric (<j>-
independent) case. Note that we also require B i^  to be (1) zero as z-^oo from
equation (3.20a), and (2) periodic from equation (3.20c). The form of the
longitudinal magnetic field (Biz) imposed at the coronal base now depends on
both the coordinates r and (|). In three dimensions, we generally have to impose
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the form g(r,<j)) of the angular component of magnetic field at the base z=0.
Applying conditions (3.20a)-(3.20c), the magnetic field components may be
shown to be (using equations (3.14a)-(3.14b)),
o o  DOBlz= E  S  B o a n in J n ( -^ ^ ) (c o sn ( | ) -C m n S in n ( | ) )e x p ^ - (3 .2 1 a )  
Bir = - I  I  Boam „f(j„.i(îf2E). , [ ^ ) ) c o s n ( | ,  - Cm„sinn(l))
x e x p ( - ^ m ^ ) ,  (3.21b)
and
Bi$= E E BoamnOnL-^  Jnf l^(sinn(|, + CmnCOsn(|,)expf.m=ln=0 tmnt ^ ^  ^ \  ^  J
(3.21c)
where Xmn is the m'th root of
Jn-l(u) ■ Jn+l(u) = 0 .
For small values of r, equation (3.21c) may be approximated by
Bi(j, ~ Z  Z  Boamnity (TmnrL"l)*^ -l(sinn(j)+CmnCOsn(}))expf- ,m = h =0 ^ \ ^  /
which is w«V\ behaved as r approaches zero.
We might note at this stage that Biz—>0 as z->oo, which was not generally 
true for the two-dimensional case. This is due to the extra requirement here that 
B i4>—>0 as z-»oo. Putting n=0 recovers the particular axisymmetric solutions 
(equation (3.17)) which have bn=0.
v ir  =  -^Z^Zvoam nf(^Jn-l(^^fJ^j - Jn + l^ -^ ^ jj(cosn (|) - Cmnsinncj))
X exp^- , (3.22)
and from (3.1a) we can show that
PI = - ^  n - 0 W n [ - ^ ) ( c o s n ( l )  - Cmnsinn<{))exp^ -
(3.23)
Using boundary conditions (3.20d)-(3.20e), and the orthogonality properties of 
cosine and Bessel functions, it can be shown that
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and
L n
aam n C m n  = ------- .- . / T : ------ T f f r ^ J n f ^ ^ l c o s n < |) g ( r , i | i ) d r d ( | )  s  I„ 4  .
aitnL3Jn2(Tmn) (j _ \  y
Hence we have
&mn — In3 » ^mn = •aln3
Alternatively, we could have imposed the plasma pressure at the coronal base in 
place of the longitudinal magnetic field Biz. However, to determine both amn and 
Cmn the angular component of Bi(j> at z -0  must be imposed. When Cmn=0, then 
only one of pi or Bizneed to be specified. Note that in the axisymmetric case we 
were required to impose both Biz and pi at the coronal base to determine the 
response of the overlying corona. This difference arises solely from the presence 
of the additional condition Bi<j)—> 0 as z—>00 in the three-dimensional case.
b) Properties of m =l,n= l mode.
In discussing some of the properties of the solutions (3.21)-(3.23) we 
restricted our attention to the m=l,n=l mode. Two cases of interest arise, 
namely, c n =0 and cn^K) (henceforth we shall replace c n , a n  and x n  by ci,ai 
and X respectively).
Case 1; ci=0 . This corresponds to the case where only one of Biz,pi are 
specified at the base (z=0) and we shall suppose that it is Biz that is imposed. The 
solutions are sketched in Figures 3.5a-3.5d for several values of z. The 
corresponding sketches for ci^K) look essentially the same with cos<}) replaced by 
(cos(t>- cisin(|)) in Figures 3.5a-3.5c and sin<j) by (sin(()-Hcicos(|)) in Figure 3.5d.
For any fixed (j), we have essentially picked up the generalisation of the 
particular solutions that have bn=0. The changes in the properties of the solutions 
which result are as follows. The maxima (or minima ) of the radial component of
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Figure 3.5: At several values of z the r-dependence for the m=l,n=l mode 
of (a) perturbed transverse magnetic field Bir, (b) longitudinal 
field Bjz, (c) plasma pressure pi, (d) angular field Bi<j,.
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the magnetic field Bir occur on the axis r=0, whereas in the axisymmetric case 
they occurred in general between r=0 and the outer boundary. The maxima (or 
minima ) of Biz and pi now occur at the outer boundary (r/L=l) whereas before 
they occurred at the axis r=0. From this we deduce that the interaction will be 
stronger at the outer boundary, in contrast to the axisymmetric case, where the 
reverse was true. Note also that the sign of Biz.BioPl now depends upon cos({>, 
so that if <}) is increased by n, then the signs reverse.
Also, the longitudinal component of the field Biz and plasma pressure pi now 
only have a zero between r=0 and r/L=l. From this point we conclude that the 
nature of the MHD interaction will not change as we move from r=0 to r=L along 
a chosen <j) which is contrary to what we found for the two-dimensional case.
By considering plasma rising from the base of the cylindrical region we may 
classify the solutions in the usual way. The classification depends upon Bio 
[=f(0)l, <{) and M. In particular, we shall consider cases where 0<vq<ct (subsonic 
flow) and Cs<vq<va (supersonic flow), in order to ensure that a^>0.
For cos({»0 and 0<vq<ct, a slow-mode compression occurs when Biq>0, 
and a slow-mode expansion for Biq<0. In the supersonic branch (Cs<vq<va) 
the interactions switch to fast-modes. In particular, Biq>0 gives a fast-mode 
expansion, Biq<0 a fast-mode compression. These results are summarised in 
Table 3.1, along with the classification of the solutions when cost]).
Note that going from a subsonic to a supersonic basic flow changes the 
interaction from a slow-mode compression ( or expansion) to a fast-mode 
expansion (or compression).
We now consider in more detail when ci^O.
Case 2; ci^O. To determine ai and ci consider the z- and <]>- components of 
the magnetic field, namely.
Biz = BoaiJi^^^cos(]>-cisin({>)exp^- , (3.25a)
B i(j) = Boai—  Jl(p](sin(|)+cicost|))exp^- j. (3.25b)
6 8
Table 3,1: The variation of the type of disturbance with Bio,vo and cos<j).
cos $>0
0 < V, < Bio> 0
stov-mode compression
®io < 0 slov-mode expansion
c,<Vi<^ Bio>0
B w < 0
fast-mode expansion 
fast-mode compression
COS(J|<0
0<y;  <c^ Bio>0
Bio<0
slov-mode expansion 
slov-mode compression
B , , > 0
Bjo<0
fast-mode compression 
fast-mode expansion
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Imposing Biz at z=0,n=0 gives the familar result from equation (3.25a), namely 
a , = | ^ = f ( 0).
Specifying Bi(j, at z=0,r=ro (rg^ ^O), multiplying equation (3.25b) by coscj) and 
integrating over gives
7C
oaici = — — —  Jcos<l)g(ro,(j>)d(l) s  <g> , (3.26)
where <g> is an imposed twist of the field averaged over one period of cos(|) for a 
particular rg. Henceforth, we shall use Big and <g> as parameters to characterise 
the perturbed state.
The solutions may then be written as
B i. = ]Tcos<t)- ,
Bir = -B iof ( j o ( g  - J2 (Q ][cos0- .
B ^  = Bio ^  Jl(^)jsin$+  ^ ^ o s < > ^ x p ( -  ,
P i T )  •
Note that B i% and pi may be written in the form 
Biz = B igK Ji^jjcosTexp^- ,
PI = - ^ ^ K J i g ) : o s Y e x p ( .  ,
where
T  = <|) + 8
and
K = a / i + 2 î ^ ;  tan0=5Q<S>.\  B ig W  Biga
This is the same form the solution took when ci=0. The classification of the
solutions will thus be the same, but with <j) replaced by T . We saw before that the
cylindrical region is partitioned into two : in one region a compression occurs,
and in the other an expansion. The effect of a non-zero <g> is to rotate these
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regions through an angle that depends upon the sign and magnitude of 
Bo<g>/Bloa.  In particular, if Bo<g>/Bioa>0 then O<0 <7t/2, and when 
Bo<g>/Bioa<0, 37t/2<0<27c.
By way of illustration, consider the following simple case. Suppose we 
choose Bio>0 for 0<vq<ct. Then from Table 3.1, the interaction will be a slow- 
mode.
For <g>=0, the cylindrical region is partitioned into two regions, as shown in 
Figure 3.6. Now choose Bg<g>/Bioa=l (i.e., < g » 0 ) ,  so that 0=Jt/4. The 
regions have been rotated through an angle of -7t /4 (Figure 3.6b). For 
Bo<g>/Bioa = -1 (i.e., <gxO), the regions are rotated through tc/4 relative to 
the <g>=0 case (Figure 3.6c). Note that the boundary between the regions occurs 
at the zeros of the plasma and magnetic pressure.
Increasing <g> increases B ^  at some (|), so that the plasma is expelled from 
the compression region ( decreasing the plasma pressure), thus extending the 
region of expansion. At (j)+T the reverse process is occurring, so that the regions 
of compression and expansion undergo an effective rotation.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have modelled the wide variety of coronal disturbances 
which may create observed steady coronal structure in a cylindrical geometry. We 
have shown that in the axisymmetric case, the basic solutions have similar 
qualitative properties to the rectangular case. That is, (he response of the corona to 
MHD interactions depends upon the parameters Bio &ttd pio, which represent the 
magnetic field and plasma beta of the perturbed state at the base of of the corona. 
Altering Bio and pio can change the interaction from a slow-mode to fast­
mode, and from a compression to an expansion (and vice-versa). Varying the 
value of Ma and P, the Alfven Mach number and plasma beta in the uniform basic 
state changes the strength of the interaction.
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Figure 3.6: The partition of the cylindrical region for Bio>0,0<vo<CT,
when the averaged imposed twist <g> is (a) equal to zero, (b) 
greater than zero, (c) less than zero, where Bio is the value of 
the imposed longitudinal magnetic field Big at the origin (r=0, 
z=0).
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There are, however, quantitative differences between the geometries. In the 
cylindrical case interactions are stronger in the region surrounding r=0 than near 
the outer boundary, and pressure gradients are smaller.
The (|)-dependent case exhibits some new interesting features. The region is 
now partitioned into two semicircular portions (concentric circles in the <})- 
independent case), the orientation of which depends on <g>, a measure of the 
mean azimuthal field imposed at the base. To determine the response of the 
corona, one needs to impose Bio or Pio (along with <g>). This alters the 
classification of the solutions, which depends upon Bio (or Pio)»Ma and cos(j).
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Chapter 4 : Effect Of Magnetogravity Interactions
4.1 Introduction
In the analysis of the previous two chapters the effect of gravity was 
neglected. Therefore, in this chapter we extend the model of chapter two to a 
gravitationally stratified atmosphere in a slab geometry.
We are interested in answering the question: how does gravity alter the basic 
solutions, and what is the effect on the MHD interactions? We start from a 
plasma flow along a unidirectional magnetic field, although, by contrast with the 
previous work, the flow is nonuniform. It turns out that a gravitational correction 
to the basic solutions increases the maxima of the plasma and magnetic pressures, 
but the curvature of the fieldlines decreases.
The format of the chapter is as follows. The basic state is investigated in 
section 4.2, and the governing equation of the perturbed state is derived in section 
4.3. Solutions for the first correction due to gravity are developed in section 4.4, 
and the properties of the fundamental mode are noted in section 4.5. In section
4.6 we discuss these more fully.
4.2 Basic State
Consider the basic state in which
Bo = Bqz ; VO = vqS ; po = po(z) ; po = po(z), 
such that the atmosphere is isothermal (i.e., the isothermal sound speed Cg = 
(po/po)^  ^is constant ) and there is a constant gravitational force with g= g&. The 
MHD equations reduce to
= - ^ - P O g .
^(POVq) = 0 , (4.1)
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Introducing the dimensionless variable Z=z/L, where L is the half-width of the
rectangular region -l< x /L ^l, Z>0,(Figure 4,1) equations (4.1) may be
manipulated into the first-order differential equation in terms of the Mach number
M i-vo/cs). This may be written as 
dM2 28m2 
dZ -  i-m2 ’
where 6=L/A and A = Cg /^g is the pressure scale-height. The parameter 6 is a 
measure of the importance of gravitational effects.
Integrating equation (4.2) with respect to Z yields
M2(Z)exp(-M2(Z)) = M2(0)exp(-M2(0))exp(20Z), (4.3)
where M(0) is the Mach number evaluated at the coronal base. From equation 
(4.2) note that for subsonic flow (M2(0)<1), the Mach number increases with 
height (i.e., dM2/dZ>0), while for supersonic flow (M2(0)>1) it decreases 
(dM2/dZ <0). Also, dM2/dZ approaches infinity at the sonic point M(0)=1. The 
solutions for the subsonic branch are plotted in Figure 4.2. For subsonic M(0), 
the trajectories converge toward m=l. Note also that there are no solar wind 
solutions in this model with uniform gravity, though they would of course be 
found in a spherical geometry with gravity falling off with distance. In our 
present study we are interested in investigating the effects of gravity for the low 
corona (Z<2, say).
From equations (4.1) and (4.3) one can deduce that the plasma beta (p) may
be written in the form
P(Z) = P(0)exp^-8Z +5<M2(0)-M2(Z))) , (4.4)
P(0) (=2ppo/B()2) is the plasma beta evaluated at the coronal base. This result 
implies that for subsonic M(0), the plasma pressure decreases more rapidly with 
increasing Z than in the magnetostatic case. For supersonic M(0), the pressure 
decreases more slowly than in the magnetostatic case. These results may be 
explained from a consideration of how energy changes form with increasing Z. In 
the case of no flow, gravitational energy increases with height, the internal energy
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Figure 4.1: Geometric configuration and boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.2:Subsonic branch of the Mach number (M) plotted against non- 
dimensional height (Z).
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(and hence the pressure) decreases. For subsonic M(0), the kinetic energy of the 
plasma increses with increasing height (Z), thus requiring the internal energy (and 
hence po(Z)) to decrease more rapidly than in the static case. Finally, for 
supersonic flows, the kinetic energy decreases with height, requiring the internal 
energy to decrease more slowly than in the case with no flow.
Another useful result, which will be employed in the next section,is
(4.5)po Ô
where a dash denotes differentiation with respect to Z. The limit M-> 0, reduces 
equation (4.5) to the familar magnetostatic result.
4.3 Governing Equation
In this section the equation which governs small perturbations about the basic 
state (4.1) is derived. As in chapters two and three, linearise the equations (1.11)- 
(1.15), including a constant gravitational term in the equation of motion, and so 
obtain;
< -■ «
PQVO ^  + PovqViz + J  (vo^)’pi = - ^  - Lpig , (4.7)
(4.8)
vix = ^ B i x ,  (4.9)
POViz + Po(^^^ + + v o ^  + VQ’pi = 0 , (4.10)
PI =Cs^pi, (4.11)
where Z=z/L and X=x/L. We define the flux function Ai by „  3Ai ^  3Aiaz ’ ax •
to satisfy the solenoidal condition (4.8). Substituting equations (4.11),(4.9), 
tion (4.6) yields
DAj, (4.12)
(4.8) into equati
pcs^ api 
Bo 3X
where D is the partial differential operator
® “ 3X2 3 ^  ■ 3z [ '^ A ^ ]  ■
Eliminating 3viz/3Z from equations (4.7) and (4.10), and using (4.12) we obtain 
the relation
P O ^ O #  = - g {(1- M f  W  - [^ 1a 2^ ] }
- — D A i. (4.14)2n
Substituting equation (4.14) into (4.7), and using (4.5) we finally obtain the 
governing equation
^ |( 1 - M 2 ) ( 1 - M i3 ) J ^ +  (1- M ^ ) ^ ( 1-Ma2) ^ ] |
+ 5CAi -S2DAi = 0 ,  (4.15)
where
C = ( l - M 2 ) f - ( 1 4 .M 2 ) D - M 2 ^ .
Setting S = 0 in equation (4.15) we recover the gravity-free equation discussed in 
chapter 2.
4.4 Correction Due To Gravity
In order to make analytical progress in solving equation (4.15),a correction to 
the gravity-free case for small Ô (a weakly stratified atmosphere) is sought. 
Although limited in its validity, such a correction will highlight the basic effect of 
gravity on the MHD interactions. For a more realistic model, the corona aught to 
be modelled in a spherical geometry with gravity varying with height. Taking 
A-lO^m for the corona, then 8<1 for stmctures whose half-width (L) is less than 
lOMm. We will consider 6 as a small parameter, and expand in powers of 8, 
neglecting the 8  ^term.
Consider first the basic state described by equation (4.3). Expanding this 
equation in powers of the small parameter 8, for small changes in M(Z) from 
M(0), the Mach number at the coronal base, we obtain
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M2(Z) = M2(0) + >  + 0(82) , (4.16)
From equation (4.4) it can be shown that
rP (Z ) =  p (0 ) 1 Z 5
V ^
and hence using the relationship Ma^ = PM%, we obtain
1-M2(0) 
Ma2(Z) = Ma2(0) + ( ^ ^ ^ ^  + O(52), (4.17)
and
Mi;2(Z) = Mi2(0) + p î ^ ^ ^ ^ j z ;8 + O(ô2), (4.18)
where Ma and Mt are the Alfven and cusp Mach numbers respectively. 
Equations (4.16)-(4.18) will be used to determine the coefficients of the 
governing equation of the perturbed state.
Returning to the perturbed state, set 
Ai = A(9) + A(i)ô 4 - . . .
and substitute into equation (4.15) (along with equations (4.16)-(4.18)) to yield,
where
,  1-M f(0)
(1-M2(0))(1-Ma2(0)) ’
_______ M A % )
^  (1-M2(0))2(1-Ma2(0))2
M2(0)(2(1-M2(0))(1-Ma2(0))+2-3Ma2(0)) . . . . . .
(1-M2(0))2(1-Ma2(0))2 ’ ♦ ♦
Seeking separable solutions to equations (4.19) and (4.20) of the form 
Ai = A(0) + 6A(1) = A(X)(T(0)(Z)+8r(i)(Z)),
we obtain the ordinary differential equations
^  + <»2a =0, (4.22)
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and
0(1):
0 (8):
d2
dZ2
d2
dZ2
~d2r(0) 
_ dZ2 
d2r(i)
-  a2(o2r(0)
dZ2 "  a 2(o2r(^)
= 0 , 
d3r(0)
-  0)2 YlZd2r(0) dT(0)"dZ2 -+Y2- dZ
(4.23a)
(4.23b)
where 0)2 is a separation constant. We now proceed to construct solutions to these 
equations. Note, however, that equations (4.19) and (4.20) possess more general 
solutions than the separable ones investigated here.
Following the same proceedure as in chapters two and three, we wish to find 
solutions in the region - 1^ < 1, 2^  subject to the boundary conditions
Bix 0 as Z —> oo, (4.24a)
® ix ~ ^ on X = 0 , (4.24b)
Bix = 0 on X = ± 1, (4.24c)
Biz = Bof(X) on Z = 0. (4.24d)
Boundary condition (4.24a) will remove from the solution all terms that are 
exponentially growing or purely linear in Z. The solution of equation (4.23a) is 
then
r (0)(Z) = e-a(oz (4.25)a 2(i)2 ’
where v is an arbitary constant. Substituting equation (4.25) into (4.23b), the
equation for T(i)(Z) becomes
- a 2(o2r(i) = (oiZ+G2)e- oKoz +03Z + 04,
where
Gi = - 0)2yi ,
<32
(4.26)
1
a 2o)2
and 03 and 04 are constants of integration. We need only find a particular integral
of equation (4.26) and this may be shown to be 
r(I)(Z) = Z(siZ+S2)e- ao)z _a 2o)2 ’
for some constant c, and where
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3coyi 0 2Si = -------- ; S2 = - — .a  a
Applying the boundary condition (4.24b)-(4.24c), we can show that
oo
Ai= - V 9 û 5 n  sin(conX)(e- “ “2+b„+5(Z(siZ+s2)e- ««^+Cm)) . 
n=l
where oon = nji, (n=l,2,...) and co is replaced by cOn iii the expressions for the 
constants si and S2 .
Following the usual prescription, the magnetic field components are found to
be
Bix = V  Boaa„sin(co„X)(l+5rsiZ2 +^  I L V acoaj acDnJn=l
and
e- , (4.27a)
Biz = X®oanSin(cOnX) { e“ +ô[Z(siZ-hS2)e- +Cn] }. (4.27b)
n=l
Noting that
then from equation (4.9) we may show that
oo
vix = ^ v o (0 )a a „ sin (cO n X )[l+ 6 [s iZ 2 + ['^ ^ S 2  -
e-aaiflZ, (4.28)
n=l
S2
aconJ
and finally from equation (4.6)
oo
PI = - ^  ^,anCOs((OnX)|bn+^^^ e* “ <»„z
é f
+5[(ti+t2Z+t3Z2)e-«“ „  ^+ c„]} . (4.29)
where
8 2
t2 = (S2 + « 2 ) + i -  (1-Ma2(0))OSi , (4.30b)
" "  <«"“>
Not surprisingly, putting 0=0, we recover the gravity-free solutions obtained in 
chapter two.
Applying the boundary condition (4.24d), and imposing the plasma pressure
at the coronal base, leads to the relations 1
an(l+bn+6cn) = 2 Jf(X)cos(cOnX)dX ;
and 1
an{b„+8c „ + ( ^ ^  + 8 t i |  = - P ^ 3 ^ ^ ’”W <anX)dX .  1^ 2 ,
from which we can find the constants an and (bn+ôcn) to be 
  Ini - In2 .
" 1 -  - ■
The constant bn+6cn is the limiting value of the plasma pressure as Z -> We 
can require this to be zero by choosing bn = - Cn.
The correction due to gravity leads to an alteration in behaviour of the 
solutions in the certain cases. For example, the type of interaction occurring may 
now change its nature as we vary the value of Z. Also, a fieldline which is 
diverging at the coronal base (Z=0) may now become converging (or vice-versa) 
as we increase Z.
4.5 Fundamental Mode Solutions (n=l)
In order to investigate the properties of the gravitational correction in more 
detail, we will restrict our attention to the fundamental mode (n=l). These are
Blx = Boaaisin(7tX)jl+5 s\Z'^+(S2 Z- -^11 J a d j e-a^nZ, (4.31a)
Biz = Boaicos(7tX ){bi+e-aV  +8 [Z(siZ+S2)e-« V  + c i]} , (4.31b)
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vix = voaaisin(jtX)|l+8j^ siZ2+^ Y3;^  +^ 2 -
-Ila d j
PI = - aicos(7cX)fb 1 + e‘P
- -^11 e*  ^ (4.31c)
1  '  1-M2(0)
+ ô[(ti+t2Z+t3Z2)e- + c i]  } , (4.31d)
where
Bio(l+Pio) 1-M2(0)
and
_(1-Mt2(0)) - 8(1-M2(0))ti_ 
Ma2(0)bi+8ci = - (l+pio)-i [ ( P i O + | ^ ^ y 8ti] , 
with
Bio = Bof(0) ,P io  = i g ^ .
The constants si and S2 may be written in the form
37; M2(0)
(4.32a)
(4.32b)
SI = a  (1 -M 2 (0 ))2 (1 -M a2 (0 ))2  (M a2(0 )(1 -M 2(0 ))2  
+ 2M2(0)(1-Ma2(0))2{Mt2(0)-(1-M 2(0))))+^^^|P
S2 JLa 2 71 - Y2 +
2a 2MA2(0)'
(1-M2(0))2J
1
2it2
For Mt(0)<1, it can be shown that s i ^ ,  and to see what is the sign of S2, write
S2 in the form
S2 = - -^ f l tH  h J - V  a2 an J
where
H - ^ ; ^ ^ { M a2(0)(1-M2(0))2(1-Ma2(0))+2M4(0)(1-Ma2(0))
2Ma2(0)+2M2(0){ l.M f(0)(l.MA2(0) ) } ) + - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  
M2(0)(1-Ma2(0))1 H - ^ ? ^ [ ^ ^ 1 . M a4(0)).1 j .
For Mt(0)<1, a sufficient condition for S 2< 0  is 
^ ( 1 - M a‘'(0 ) ) -1 > 0 .
{Ma2(0)(1-M2(0))
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This holds if P<2, placing the upper bound M(0)<0.7 on the Mach number. This 
is quite acceptable for the parameter range appropriate to our current 
approximation. Thus, with S 2 < 0 , we have ti<0 from equation (4,30a).
Putting 6=0 reduces the solutions back to the case discussed in chapter two. 
Figure 4.3a,b shows an example of a slow-mode compression in the central 
region, a slow-mode expansion near X ^ l ,  with 6=0. It is noticeable that the 
Z-dependance is localised to a narrow 'boundary layer' near the base of the 
corona. This is particularly the case for the plasma pressure pi as the exponential 
term is multiplied by the small constant Ma^ (0)/(1-M2(0)). The width of the 
boundary layer increases with Ma(0) for Mt(0)<1. A similar feature has been 
reported for twisted flux tubes, for small twist (Lothian and Hood, 1989). When 
a correction due to gravity is added, the solutions for Biz and pi are plotted in 
Figures 4.3c,d. Observe that the interaction has switched to a fast-m ode 
compression about X=0, and a fast-mode compression near the boundaries 
X=±l. Gravity has also stretched out the boundary layer in the the case of pi, 
principally because of the non-uniform po(Z) in the basic state. This example 
illustrates that the addition of a gravitational correction can have noticeable effects 
on the MHD interactions
Note that the equation of the fieldlines is determined from the differential 
equation
d X -B ix *
Substituting for Bix from equation (4.31a) and integrating, we find that the
equation of the fieldline through the point (Xo,0) to be
1 - l \ i lLaTil^ an J J
jl+dTsiZ^+A^-A^ - l \ i+ S 2^  - l \ i  IIi  L \a n \a n  J J a n  J J J
S I
t tT C Z
= ^ lo g |
tan (4.23)
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Figure 4.3d
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Puttting 8=0 in equation (4.33) recovers the equation of a fieldline in the absence 
of gravity.
From the differential equation for the fieldlines, we note that the magnetic 
field topology is basically determined by the transverse component of magnetic 
field Bix. When 5=0 the fieldlines are either purely diverging or converging, 
depending upon the sign of ai. As we saw in chapter two, a coronal hole may be 
modelled by the diverging field case (ai>0) (Figure 4.4a), while converging 
fields (ai<0) (Figure 4.4b) may provide a model for plumes of enhanced 
pressure. The important point to note is that Bix is monotonie in Z.
However, with 5/0, the situation is more complicated,as we now have a 
quadratic multiplying the exponentially decaying term in equation (4.31a). One 
possibility is that the quadratic term in (4.31a) will be completely dominated by 
the decaying exponential term, and so Bix remains monotonie, just as before. 
Such an example is seen in Figure 4.4c. Alternatively, the quadratic term could 
cause Bix to decrease, then increase before decaying away to zero (Figure 4.4d). 
Also, we may find that the quadratic has a zero, in which case the sign will 
change before decaying to zero. In the last two cases we get magnetic fields 
reminiscent of the overlying magnetic field structure of coronal streamers. The 
two previous cases may be distinguished by considering the X-coordinate of the 
fieldline in the limit Z .For the case where Bix is not monotonie, but has no 
zero, the value of X at Z->oo is greater than Xq, the footpoint of the fieldline. 
When Bix has a zero, the value of X at Z-» oo is less than (or equal to) Xq
Clearly, there exists the possibility of Bix having two roots. We have found 
that for the parameter values and ranges of Z we have been considering that Bix 
has at most one root.
4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Modifications In Solutions For Monotonie Bix(0.5,Z)
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Figure 4.4a
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Figure 4.4: Magnetic fieldline plots when 0<Z^2.0, and
(a) Ma2(0)=0.2,P(0)=0.5, 5=0.0, Pio=0.5, Bio= -0.5,
(b) Ma2(0)=0.2,P(0)=0.5, 5=0.0, Pio=0.5, Bio= 0.5,
(c) Ma2(0)=0.2,P(0)=0.5, 5=0.1, Pio=0.5, Bio= 0.5,
(d) Ma2(0)=0.5,P(0)=0.6 5=0.15, Pio=2.0, Bio= 1.0,
(e) Ma2(0)=0.5,P(0)=0.5, 5=0.0, pio=0.5, Bio= 0.5,
(f) Ma2(0)=0.4,P(0)=0.5, 5=0.1, pio=0.5, Bio= 0.5.
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Figure 4.4b
Figure 4.4c
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Figure 4.4f
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We will now discuss in more detail the modifications due to the gravitational 
correction in the special case of Bjx changing monotonically with height. That is, 
those cases when the magnetic field is purely diverging or converging. We now 
address the question of how small changes in Ma (0) and (3(0) affect the 
solutions, and consider how the classification of the solutions is altered with 
gravity present.
Firstly, let us consider the effect of gravity on the maxima/minima of the 
various perturbed quantities. In the absence of gravity, it was demonstrated in 
chapter two that increasing Ma(0), for Mt(0)<1, resulted in an increase in the 
maxima of the perturbation quantities Bix,Biz and pi- In particular, this increased 
the curvature of the fieldlines (compare Figures 4.4a and 4.4e). This arose due to 
an increase in centrifugal forces causing a corresponding increase in the magnetic 
tension of the magnetic field line curvature.
Let us now define the maximum of Bix,Biz and pi by
max[Bix(Z=0,5)] = a a / 1-I  a n j
max[pi(Z->oo,0)] = max[pi(oo,5)] = ai(bi+6ci)
and
max[Biz(<»,0)] -  ai(bi+5ci).
We are interested in whether the maxima are increased or decreased with the 
addition of of gravity. Define the quantities
aB ix = max[Bix(0,ô)] - max[Bix(0,0)],
and
aBiz = max[Biz(oo,0)] - max[Biz(oo,0)]; 
then substituting appropriately from equations (4.32a) and (4.32b), it may be 
shown that
aBix = --------------------------------------------------{ 2aMA2(0)
4SI- n
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and
-5Bio(l-M2(0))2(l+Pio)tiABjz —Bo(l-Mf(0))[(l-Mf(0))-6(l-M2(0))ti] *
Clearly for Mx(0)<l, aB ix<0 while aB iz>0 and Api>0. At first sight, these are 
somewhat paradoxical. Previously, as the maxima of Bix increased, so did the 
amount of bunching of the field, and hence the maxima of Biz increased. The 
presence of gravity alters the situation.
By way of illustration, consider again the case of a diverging field, where Bix 
is monotonie. When the basic state is perturbed, the footpoints are shifted to give 
the prescribed magnetic field profile at Z=0. In response, the position of the 
fieldlines at Z-^oo will also change relative to the uniform field in the basic state. 
For a diverging field, the maxima of Biz is shifted from along X=1 to X=0 with 
gravity present. To see why this occurs, remember that gravity introduces a 
pressure gradient along the fieldlines in the basic state. This is largest for small Z. 
Thus, any perturbation about this basic state will have a greater pressure gradient 
than in the case with no gravity. This 'additional' pressure gradient acts so as to 
reduce the tension in the fieldlines, and hence reduces the curvature of the field. 
Thus, the maximum of Bix is smaller with gravity present. Note that the field 
strength at Z=0 is independent of gravity, and the fieldlines become bunched 
around X=0, rather than X=±l. Hence, the maximum of Biz occurs at X=0. 
Furthermore, this effect is sufficiently large so as to increase the maxima of Biz.
We may examine this a little more formally by decomposing the equation of 
motion (1.11) along a fieldline (â) and normal to the field (A). This yields the s- 
component
4- ( + pgs = - ^
and the n-component 
pv2 d /-—  • — -  — p+ —2p^  + pgn = -g ^
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where î l  is the radius of curvature of a streamline ( and hence a fieldline in this 
case), gs is the component of gravity in the the s-direction, and gn is the 
component of gravity in the n-direction. Linearising these equations we obtain 
PO^ (vo*V1 ) ^  (vo^) + p 1 gs = - ^ , (4.34)
and
< « 5)
where px = Pi +Bq.B i/p  is the total pressure perturbation. Adding the 
gravitational term pign in (4.35) increases the magnitude of the left-hand side. 
For force balance, the total pressure gradient normal to the fieldlines increases. 
This has arisen from the increase in the magnetic pressure, caused by greater 
bunching of the fieldlines, and hence an increase in the maxima of Bi.S (or Biz).
In equation (4.34), adding the gravitational term pigs increases the magnitude 
of the left hand side. To maintain force balance, the longitudinal plasma pressure 
gradient increases. Since pi is fixed at the coronal base (Z=0), this may be 
accomplished by increasing the value of the maxima of pi at Z^<». Hence, 
adding a gravitational correction increases the maxima of Biz and pi at Z-^oo.
Increasing Ma(0) (Mx(0)<1), with gravity present, reduces the curvature of 
the fieldlines (compare Figure 4.4c and Figure 4.4f), and hence it reduces the 
maxima of Bix, but increases the minima of Bix and pi. To show that this is 
consistent with the govemig equations,we can eliminate pi from equations (4.34) 
and (4.35) to give the equation
When VQ is increased in equation (4.36), it is quite consistent for dpx/dn,dpi/ds 
and all to increase. This would imply that the maxima of pi and Biz increase as 
Z^oo, and the maxima of Bix decreases. Thus the curvature of the fieldlines 
decreases, and the maximum of the plasma and magnetic pressure increase with 
increasing Ma(0).
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With 5=0, it was found that increasing p(0) decreased the maxima of Bix,Biz 
and pi. When 5?0, a similar argument to the one presented above may be used to 
show that increasing p(0) increases the maxima of Bix, and so decreases the 
maxima of Biz and pi
The addition of gravity also alters the criteria which govern the classification 
of the type of MHD interaction occurring in the plasma. When 5=0, the 
classification of the solutions with Mt (0)<1 is summarised in Table 4.1 (as 
plasma flows along the Z-axis).
When the gravitational correction is added, the critical values of pio become 
-1 and - [MA^(0)/( 1 -M^(0))+5ti ]. First, let us consider the case when
when 5=0, then including gravity modifies the bounds to 
or
That is, the interaction may stay the same for (4.37) or may switch from a fast­
mode compression to a slow-mode expansion with Bio<0, and from a 
slow-mode compression to a fast-mode expansion with Bio>0. As an 
example, consider Figure 4.3 where a slow-mode compression switches to a 
fast-mode expansion in the neighbourhood of the Z-axis with the addition of 
gravity. The classification is summarised in Table 4.2.
When
% * » " " .
the classification is summarised in Table 4.3. Hence if pio<-l with 5=0, giving a 
fast-mode expansion (Bio<0) or a slow-mode expansion (Bio>0), then with 
W ,
(4.39)
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Table 1 : C lassification of solutions for M,(0)<1 and S =0
B*o<0 Bio<0
' " ' 1 %
slow-mode expansion fast-m ode expansion
fast-m ode compression slow-m ode compression
fast-m ode expansion slow-m ode expansion
Table 2 : C lassification of solutions for M. (^0) < 1 and M|(0)( 1 -  (0) 5 1^  < 1,
Bio<0 0
-"lo" M:(0) slow-mode expansion fast-m ode expansion
M|(0) fast-m ode compression slow-m ode compression
fast-m ode expansion slow-m ode expansion
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T able 5 : C la s s i f ic a t io n  of so lu t ion s  for (0) < 1 and M^(0)( 1-M^ (0)) + 6 tj > 1
B,o<0 Bio> 0
slow-mode expansion fast-m ode expansion
« P )
1-M*(0) + 6t fast-m ode compression slow -m ode compression
Pio<
Ma(0) +5t, fast-mode expansion slow -m od e expansion
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or
This gives either a fast-mode compression (Bio>0) or a slow -m ode 
com pression (Bio>0) for the interval (4.39), and a fast-mode expansion 
(Bio<0) or a slow-mode expansion (B%o>0) for interval (4.40).
For pio> -1 with 6=0, we had
or
which maps onto the interval Pio> -1 for 6?0 . Hence a fast-mode compression 
(Bio<0) and a slow-mode compression (Bio<0) map onto a slow-mode 
expansion (Bio<0) and a fast-mode expansion (Bjo>0) respectively with 6?4). 
Also, a slow-mode expansion (Bio<0) and a fast-mode expansion (Bio>0) 
are invariant with the inclusion of the gravitational correction for this particular 
parameter range.
The above discussion illustrates that the effect of gravity is to shift parameter 
boundaries between various classes of MHD interactions. This changes the nature 
of the disturbance for some parameter ranges, while it leaves others unchanged.
4.6.2 Non monotonic Bix(0.5,Z)
Let us turn our attention briefly to the case when Bix is not monotonically 
changing with Z. We now have the possibility of a diverging field becoming 
converging (Figure 4.5c), or vice-versa (Figure 4.5b), and these solutions are 
plotted in Figure 4.6. To see why this arises consider the following.
On physical grounds we require 
p(X,Z) = po(Z) +epi(X,Z) > 0 (VZ), 
for e « l ,  and from section 4.2 we know that for the basic state po(Z)-><». The 
physical restriction we have imposed restricts the type of perturbation permitted
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Figure 4.5a
Figure 4.5: Magnetic fieldlines for 0<Z^.0, when
(a)MA2(0)=0.65,p(0)=0.7, 5=0.15, pio=1.0, Bio= 1.0,
(b)MA^(0)=0.65,p(0)=0.7, 5=0.1, pio=l-0, Bio== -1.0. ]
' I
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Figure 4.5b
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1about po(Z). In particular, if pi(X,0)<0, then two possibilities arise, namely 
pi(X,Z)->oo as Z->oo (i.e., bi+Sci = 0), or 
pi(X,Z) < 0 for 0 ^< h  
> 0 for h<Z.
This ensures that p(X,Z)>0 (VZ). Let us now consider a particular example to 
illustrate the above. Suppose pi(X,0)<0, and the magnetic field is diverging at 
Z=0, then without gravity we could choose Bjo and pio such that the pressure 
maximum would occur along X=0 and the magnetic field maximum along X=l. 
However, with gravity present there exists a Z% such that pi(X,Z(>Zi)) is 
positive (i.e., pi has a zero). The plasma pressure maximum will now lie along 
X=1 and the magnetic pressure maximum along X=0. In terms of the fieldlines, 
this will require the diverging field to become converging.
A particular example of these solutions is plotted in Figure 4.6. Near X=0, a 
fast-mode expansion changes to a slow-mode expansion, due to Biz having 
a stationary point. This illustrates another way in which gravity modifies the basic 
solutions. That is, the type of disturbance may vary with Z. In principle, Biz and 
P i  may have two stationary points in ^ 0 ,  though we have only detected the case 
of one stationary point for the parameter range and values of Z investigated. To 
demonstrate the variety of possible situations which may arise, we consider when 
Biz and pi have at most one stationary point, Xi and X2 respectively.
Suppose first that Biz only bas a stationary point. Then as Z increases we 
could have either a fast-mode expansion changing to a slow-mode expansion 
(Figure 4.7) or a slow-mode expansion to a fast-mode. When pi has a 
stationary point (and not Biz), then a fast-mode expansion would change to a 
slow-mode compression, or a slow-mode compression to a fast-m ode 
expansion, depending upon the particular values of Bio and Pio imposed at the 
coronal base.
When both Biz and pi have a stationary point the combinations of interactions 
become even more complex. For example, suppose that at Z=0, dpi/dZ>0,
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%Figure 4.6a
Figure 4.6: Fundamental mode of (a) (b) pi, (c) Biz where 0<7<2,0
and Ma2(0)=0.65,P(0)=0.7, 5=0.15, Pio=1.0, Bio= 1.0.
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Figure 4.7a
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Figure 4.7: Fundamental mode of (a) , (b) pi, along x=0 for
Ma^(0)=0.65,P(0)=0.7. 8=0.15, Pio=1.0, Bio= 1.0.
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Table 4 :Chains of possible MHD interactions as Z Increases when and have
stationary points and Aj resp ective ly .The following shorthand is  adopted;
F.C = fast-m ode compression, F.E = fast-m ode expansion , S.C = slow-m ode  
compression , S.E = slow-mode expansion.
dpj
^Z|z=0
dB„
dZ 2=0
Aj > Aj Aj< Aj
F.E F.E< 0 > 0 i i
S.C S.EiF.C F.C
F.C F.C
> 0 > 0 i iS.E1 S.C1•iF.E F.E
S.C S.C> 0 < 0 1
F.E
1 Tk iS.E
S.E S.E< 0 > 0 1 i
Ï F.E1si S.C
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dBiz/dZ<0, with ^ i<^2 then the interaction in the plasma changes from a slow- 
mode compression, and finally to a slow-mode expansion, as Z increases. 
The various chains of interactions possible as Z increases are summarised in 
Table 4.4, Clearly the addition of gravity can alter the basic solutions in a 
noticeable way and introduce a wider variety of combinations which may take 
place.
4.6.3 Conclusions
In this chapter we have benn concerned with modelling MHD interactions in a 
gravitationally stratified atmosphere for a slab geometry. In section 4.3 we 
derived the governing equation for small perturbations about the basic state 
described in section 4.2. This equation is of considerable complexity and in order 
to make analytical progress we derived a correction due to gravity (section 4.4). 
This correction demonstrates that the addition of gravity in the equation of motion 
can have a noticeable effect on the nature of MHD interactions. Considering the 
fundamental mode we saw that two basic cases arise. Namely, those parameter 
ranges where the magnetic field structure is effectively the same as for the gravity- 
free case (5=0) (i.e., purely converging or diverging fieldlines), and those where 
the direction of the fieldlines change (i.e., a diverging field becomes converging).
In the former case, the addition of gravity increases the maxima of the plasma 
and magnetic pressures, but decreases the curvature of the fieldlines. Increasing 
the Alfven Mach number reduces the curvature of the fieldlines, and increases the 
maxima of both the plasma and magnetic pressure. These results contrast with the 
corresponding results for the gravity-free solutions ,where the curvature of the 
fieldlines also increased with Ma(0) for Mt(0)<1. Additionally, the classification 
of the solutions is altered. For example, for an appropriate choice of Bio and PlO 
the interaction could switch from a slow-mode compression to a fast-mode 
expansion with the addition of the gravitational correction.
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When the magnetic and plasma pressure are no longer monotonie, the type of 
interaction occurring in the plasma varies with Z. For example, when both 
magnetic and plasma pressures have a stationary point, we could have the 
following chain of MHD interactions: fast-mode compression to slow-mode 
expansion to fast-mode expansion. The magnetic field topologies associated 
with non-monotonic plasma and magnetic pressures are reminiscent of the global 
field structure of coronal streamers.
The addition of gravity plays an important role in altering the basic solutions, 
and the nature of MHD interactions. It also illustrates how a stratified atmosphere 
can give a more varied selection of magnetic field structures as perturbations on a 
uniform, unidirectional field. Although the model presented in these chapters is a 
gross simplification of the corona,we have seen that it is possible to produce 
coronal -'like' structures as extended standing disturbances.
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Part 2
Chapter 5 Exact Solutions For Flows In Arcades
5.1 Introduction
The linear theory presented in the previous three chapters has the restriction 
that only small departures from the basic state are permitted. Even a cursory 
glance at an eclipse photograph will show that the corona is certainly non-linear, 
and so it is desirable to construct more realistic solutions. One possible approach 
would be to expand the MHD equations byond first order in some small 
parameter e, and to consider weakly nonlinear solutions. An alternative is to seek 
exact solutions to the MHD equations. In the remainder of the thesis we present â
some simple exact solutions which may be useful in modelling the solar J
’ 1atmosphere. Our study is not intended to be exhaustive,but we aim to show the 1
potential of this particular approach. I
We follow the method given by Tsinganos (1981,1982) for finding exact |
-Isolutions. In the first of his two papers (1981), the equations of motion, |
induction, continuity (mass and magnetic flux) are reduced to a single partial 
differential equation, with the assunption that the plasma density is a function of I
the flux function . This derivation was performed separately in cartesian, 
cylindrical and spherical geometries. Later in this section we give a similar jIderivation in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system. The solutions we )1present follow from this derivation with the assumption that the density is a j
function of the flux function. In a later t r e a t m e n t ^ 0^8^ shows how Â
two different general equations of state may be included. Restrictions which arise \|
in the solutions following the first method may be overcome by including an |
equation of state. ]
5.2 Reduction of MHD Equations
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First, we rewrite the MHD equations in dimensionless variables as follows.
Define variables
Q = Q o ù
and
q=qo^
where the Qo ,qo's are characteristic values of the various variables. The MHD 
equations in dimensionless variables are
v.ô=0.  (5.1)
V .(# )  = 0 , (5.2)
Vx($x0) = 0 , (5.3)
Ma^(v.V)$ = - 1  V(p0 + A  +(Ô.V)Ô , (5.4) I
where the dimensionless parameters Ma,P and H are defined by
and 1 is a typical length scale of the plasma. Setting Ma=0, reduces equation (5.1) 
to the usual magnetostatic equation. Henceforth the 'hats' will be dropped for 
convenience.
Now consider an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system ej ,62,63 with the 
line elements hi(xi,x2,X3), h2(xi,X2,X3) and h3(xi,X2,x3). Henceforth, the special 
case where X3 is an ignorable coordinate will be considered, giving hi=hi(xi,X2)
(i=l,2,3).
The conservation equations (5.1) and (5.2) may then be expressed in the form
(h2h3Bi)+ (hih2B2) = 0. (5.5)dxi dX2
d d:^h 2 h 3 p v i) + —  (hih2pV2) = 0 , (5.6)dxi dx2
respectively. Equations (5.5) and (5.6) are identically satisfied by defining a flux
and streamfunction, respectively, namely
h2h3Bi ; hih3B2 = - ^ ,  (5.7)dx2 dxi
and
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3Y aqfh2h3pvi = - — ; hih3pV2 = - r — . (5.8)0X2 0X1
From equation (5.3), and using equation (5.7) and (5.8), the e% and 62
components may be recast in the Jacobian notation (see Appendix) to give
^ [ A , ' P ] |  = 0 ,9x2 Ihih2h3p J
and
— -— [ a . 'P ] |=  0.9x1 Ihih2h3p J 
This is equivalent to the single expression
[A .T ]= 0 , (5.9)
assuming that there is no constant electric field in the 63 direction. This is a key 
assumption for what follows, and it is not clear whether this assumption can be 
relaxed in general. In chapter seven, we present a particular class of solutions 
with a constant electric field in the ignorable direction. Equation (5.9) has the 
general solution
Y = Y(A), (5.10)
which expresses physically that the magnetic and stream surfaces coincide. 
However, in general, the magnetic and streamlines do not coincide due to 
nonuniform convective components of the fields in the 63 direction. This arises 
from the difference in the field components V3 and B3.
The 63 component of equation (5.3) yields the Jacobian relation
and using the fact that T  = 'P(A), this may be written as
A 0 ,^3 h3p
where subscript A denotes differentiation with respect to A. The general solution 
is then
g - ^ = ^ A ( A ) .  (5.11)"3 h3p
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where Oa(A) is an arbitary function of A, which corresponds to the electrostatic 
potential arising from the induction equation 
vxB = VO.
Now turning our attention to the equation of motion (5.4), the eg-component can
be shown to be
Ma2p(v.V)v3 = (B.V)B3.
Using the vector identity
(F.V)F = (VxF)xF + V ^IFlZ).
this component becomes
Ma^p(vxVxv).e3 = (BxVxB).e3 , 
or in Jacobian notation
[h3B3,A] - [Ma2h3V3, T] = 0.
Again using the result T=Y(A), we obtain 
[h3(B3 - Ma2<FAV3). A] = 0 , 
which has the general solution
h3(B3 - Ma^^AVs) = 0(A) . (5.12)
where Q(A) is an arbitary function of A.
From equations (5.11) and (5.12) one can easily show that
V3
B3
1 Mg2YA^(A) = h30A(A) + YA(A)G(A)Ï13P
Ma2'FA2(A)\ 0(A)= h3Ma20A(A)'FA(A) + - ^
(113)
(114)
and
I  hs2 (Ma2pv32 - B32) = 4^32^  MA2TA2(A)\ 1 - ---------------
Ma^ph320A^ -
(5.15)
Considering again the equation of motion (5.4), we choose to write it in the form 
V^pp+|Ma2plv|2+Hpv)= (VxB)xB + Ma^pvxCVxv)
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+fHv+^:
Defining the modified Bernoulli pressure
Ma2'FA^(A)>| ’
n  = i  pp+i Ma2plv|2+pHV - J^^Ma^pOA^fA)
(5.16)
(5.17)
1 -
the ei-component of equation (5.16) may be written as
3ri(xi,x2)
3x1
( .  Ma2'FA^(A)^3A 1 -  -------------------------------------------
p(xi,X2)
f  Q2(A) \
f Ma2p(xi,X2)0A^(A)^  
, Ma2^A2(A)
P(xi,X2) )
ZhyZaxi
+Ma2'FA
1 -
V
Ma2^A^(A) 
p(xi,X2) j
1 3a  3
hi2h22^xi3xi I p J
1 3A 3
+
hz^hs^ 0X2 3x2\^  P I
HV + |Ma2[lv|2 -
8A
3x1
where we have made use of equation (5.15) and 
1AA = hih2h3
f d ( h.2 3A > 8+ ----3x2
(  hi 3 A \\
^3x1 [Sihs B x i j [*’2h3  axzjj
Similaiy the C2-component of equation (5.16) may be written as
3ri(xi,X2)
3x2 
hs2 3 
^ 3x2
+Ma2'FA
1 - Ma^^A^(A)’ 
p(xi,X2) 
/^ Ma2p(xi,X2)0A^(A)\  
Ma2TA^(A)
V P(xi,X2) J  
3A 3 f ^ A
3x2 AA
1 - 2hs2 0x2
Q2(A) >
 ^ Ma2^A^(A)
p(xi,X2) yV
3A 3
hi2h32 0X1 3xi(^ p J h22hg2 0X2 3x2
fn V  + 2Ma2[lv|2 - V 3 2 ] 'l^ 2 ^ ^ i^ .
3x2
"V  3X 2
(5.18)
(5.19)
To make further progress we assume that the plasma density is a function of A 
alone, i.e., p=p(A). We now wish to show that the modified Bernoulli pressure 
n  is a function of A alone, i.e., n=n(A ). To do this note the following relations 
for a differentiable function T;
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3T(xi,X2) 3T(x i,A)  ^ 3A 3T(xi,A) 3A 3T(x2,A)
3x1 3x1 3x1 3x1 3A
3T(xi,X2) 3T(x2,A) 3A 3T(x2,A) 3A 3T(xi,A)"    ' " +3x2 3x2 3x2 3A 3x2 3A
(5.20)
(5.21)
and transform equation (5.19) into coordinates (xi,A) using (5.21) to yield 
8n(xi,A)  ^ }  Ma2YA^(A)\  ^
9A (  p  j
h32(xi,A) d r Ma2pOA2(A) ^ 1 1 d 1' n2(A) \' 2 dA J M»2TA2(A)
I  P J
^ 2h32(xi^) dA J Ma2^A^(A)
I P J
-Ma24'A 1 8A d /^ A 'l  1------   I \ + 3 A ^  ddKhi^hs^ 0X1 3x1^ p J h22h32(^  3x2
- Th V + jMa2[lv|2 - v s 2 ] ) ^  = 0. (5.22)
assuming that 3A/3x2 is non-zero. Now transforming equation (5.18) into
variables (xi,A) using (5.20) we obain
3R(xi,A) 3A f3n(xi,A) 1 -3x1 3x2 I 3A
I h3^(xi,A) d ^  Ma^p0A^(A) ^  
Ma^YA^(A)
AA
dA
1 - 2h3^(xi,A) dA
f  Q2(A)
Ma^TA^(A)
-Ma^YA
- * - \ ' /
- ^HV+^Ma^[lvl^ - V3^] = 0 .
Substituting equation (5.22) into (5.23) we have 
3n(xi,A)
(5.23)
3x1 = 0 ,
and hence II = 11(A). Similarly we could have transformed them into variables 
luced 
= 0 ,
(x2 A) and ded that
3n(x2,A)
3x2
assuming that 3A/3xi is non-zero.
Rearranging either (5.21) or (5.22) we can obtain the single non-linear partial 
differential equation
1 1 6
\ P V P J ■%
1 3A 3 1 r :
hi^h3^ 3x1 3x1 I p J 3x2J U  i
1 - Ma2TA^(A) 1M«2 1 f d A ^  ^  1 f d A ' ^ '2 hs2 [hi^l 3x1 J "  3x2
d
dA P ,
r  Ma2p0 A^(A) ^ 1 1 d f  a2(A) \
J Ma2'PA2(A)
I  P J
2hg2 dA J Ma2^A^(A)
I  P J
0. (5.24)
The object now is to choose the arbitary functions n ,0 ,O , and p of A, and then
seek solutions of the resulting partial differential equation.
In the magnetostatic limit (Mg ->0) equation (5.24) reduces to
and when gravity is absent (H=0) the above equation simplifies further to 
In the low-beta limit (p —>0) we obtain the force-free equation
which reduces to the potential case when 83=0, namely 
AA =0.
5,3 Flows In Arcades
The modelling presented in the previous chapters concentrated on open 
magnetic field structures, such as plumes and coronal holes. However it is clear 
from observations that closed structure also exists, in the form of loops or arcades 
of magnetic fields. The solutions of the previous chapters focused on the corona, 
the solutions presented here may have wider application to the photosphere and 
chromosphere.
Most theoretical studies of closed magnetic structures in the solar atmosphere 
have assumed them to be in magnetostatic equilibrium. For example, models for 
magnetic arcades have been generalised from the familar force-free solutions (see
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for example Priest, 1984) to include plasma pressure and gravitational effects (for 
example, Zweibel and Hundhausen, 1982).
However, observations have shown that plasma flows do often exist in these 
structures as described in e.g, Bruzek and Durrant (1977). Thus, it is desirable to 
contract models to include flows. Steady flows in single loops have been 
modelled by several authors. For example, Cargill and Priest (1980,1982) 
extended the theory of Meyer and Schmidt (1968) for photospheric Evershed 
flow to flow along coronal magnetic loops. These models assumed the loops to 
be rigid, although the cross-sectional area is allowed to vary in a prescribed way. 
This assumption has recently been relaxed by Thomas (1988), Montesinos and 
Thomas (1989) and Degenhart (1990), who include a variation of the cross- 
sectional area of the tube in a way that depends upon the size of the flow speed.
In this chapter we present a class of exact solutions using the method of 
section 5.2, which may model subsonic steady flows along an arcade of magnetic 
fieldlines. Two sets of solutions are given, first for a symmetric arcade, the 
second for non-symmetric arcades. In the latter case the plasma pressure, 
magnetic field and velocity differences may be imposed across the arcade. These 
solutions may provide a model for subsonic flow in magnetic arcades.
In a cartesian geometry and neglecting gravity (H=0) equation (5.24) reduces
to
1 - V^A - 2 Mg2 r d A v  rdA'Ÿ' dA V
2dA
1 - Ma2'PA^
(5.25)
V P 7
Tsinganos (1981,1982) presented solutions with constant density, and we here
present a new class of solutions with nonuniform density.
We make the following prescription for the arbitary functions of A;
P=A2, 'P=^a2, <D=<I>o, Q=Q()A, n =  - HoA+Hi , (5.26)
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where 0Q,Üo,no and H i are constants. The choice O -O q, implies that the 
fieldlines are parallel to the streamlines. The generalised Bernoulli pressure n,is 
chosen to be linear in A, and the density to vary as the square of A. Since the 
plasma flow is along the fieldlines and the density is constant along curves of 
constant A, then the flow is incompressible, though the value of the density varies 
from fieldline to fieldline. There are clearly many choices for the arbitmr^ 
functions of A, but with the particular choice (5.26), equation (5.25) reduces to 
the linear elliptic equation,
V2a  +a2A = n  , (5.27)
where
a2 = - ^ ; n  " 0(1-Ma2)2 ’ (l-Ma^) ’
and V2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator.
Setting Ma=0 and f t  =0 (i.e., no flows and variations in the generalised 
Bernoulli pressure) reduces equation (5.27) to the familiar equation for linear 
force-free fields. Setting also a=0 (i.e., ^0=0) we obtain the potential case, and 
the By -component of the magnetic field is zero. The inclusion of the centrifugal 
force terms in the equation of motion modifies the value of a2, but for the 
particular choice (5.26), the magnetic field topology is similar to the magnetostatic 
case. Thus, the solutions to equation (5.27) will give steady flows parallel to the 
fieldlines in magnetic arcades. It should of course be noted that more general 
fields may be possible for general choices of p,I2, and II. In the next 
section we consider the case of symmetric arcades.
5,4 Symmetric Arcades
Turning our attention to equation (5.27), we note that a particular integral is
A - S L
-
Consider now the homogeneous version of equation (5.27) and look for 
separable solutions of the form
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A c(x,z) = X(x)Z(z),
subject to the boundary conditions
Bx ->0 as z -^oo , (5.28a)
Bz = f(x) on z = 0 , (5.28b)
Imposing condition (5.28a) we obtain the solution
A=Ac+Ap = [acosox + bsinoxje-''^ + ^  , (5.29)a2
where a^, is a separation constant and a,b are arbitary constants.
Two further boundary conditions are necessary, and we take 
Bz = 0 on x=0 ,
Bx = 0 on x= ±1,
which ensures that the magnetic field is symmetric about x=0. Imposing these 
conditions to solution (5.29) gives b=0 and a= (n-l/2)7t where n is a positive 
integer, thus giving the solution for A to be
oo
A = — —— cos[(n-l/2)7tx]e‘''2+ ^  .(n-l/2)7C a2n=l
From the equations (5.7) the magnetic field components may be deduced to be
Bx = - >  —5^^cos[(n-l/2)7tx]e-v2, (5.30a)(n-l/2)itn~ 1
Bz= y  a„sin[(n-l/2)7ix]e-vz, (5.30b)
n=l
and from equation (5.14)
n=l
(5.30c)
Similarly, the components of the velocity may be found from equations (5.8) and 
(5.13) to be
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? '
oo
sn=l
anV 
(n-1/2)71
cos[(n-l/2)7tx]e-vz
Vx = oo
— —— cos[(n-l/2)7Cx]e-''2+ ^Z a  (n-l/2)7c a2n=l
oo
%  anSin[(n-l/2)7ix]e-''2 
n=lVz=----------------------------------------------------- ,ooS T*f— ^ — cos[(n-l/2)7[x]e-vz + —
(n-l/2),[ C(2n=l
Oo
-  (1-Ma2) •
Using equation (5.17), the plasma pressure may be shown to be
oo
1^ „  „  x n  an n2 p p = U i - n o < § (n-1/2)7: cos[(n- l/2)7tx]e"Vz +
Ma2“ 5 ;n=l
anV 
(n-1/2)7:
c o s [ ( n - l / 2 ) 7 : x ] e - v z
%  ansin[(n-l/2)7:x]e-vz 
n=l
+a2 sn=l — —— cos[(n-l/2)7:x]e-vz + ^  (n-l/2)7: a2
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(5.31a)
(5.31b)
(5.31c)
(5.32)
and the plasma density is 
an
(n-1/2)7:
oo
— —— cos[(n-l/2)7:x]e-vz + ^  
jL j  l/2)  wn=l
Imposing the boundary condition (5.28b) yields 
an = Jf(x)sin[(n-l/2)7:x]dx.
C533)
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The solutions (5.30)-(5.33) are clearly fairly complicated, and so to investigate 
some of their properties we consider only the fundamental mode (n=l).
5.4.1 Fundamental Mode
The fundamental mode solutions may be written as
Bz = a is in ^^^ -v z ,
BxVx
—
2ai fn x  —icos —K \ w .  0 ,/  a '
B,
J2ai
Qq
y  v z +
f%xcos
(5.34a)
(5.34b)
(5.43c)
(5.34d)
(5.34e)
(5.34f)
>2vz
Ma2g,2e-2vz (5.34g)
(5.34h)
The equation of a fieldline is A=constant, and for the fieldline passing through the 
point (XQ,0) we have 
cosf1 ,  ,z — ~  log V cos
(5.35)
Along the base (z=0) of the region under consideration we impose the following 
conditions
Bz(l,0) = Bm,
Vz(l,0) = Vm, 
p(0,0) = PI ,
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p(l,0) = P2, 
from which we find that 
ai = B|xi,
no = P 5 p ( l- M a 2 )^ .
and
VmTtQq^  = pôp(l-Ma2)2-4Bm%'
where 8p = p2-pi is the pressure difference between the centre and the edge of the 
rectangular region under consideration along the base (z=0). In addition we 
deduce that
which must be positive, giving the condition
8 p v m < ^ ^ .  (5.37)
Since Qo^>0, we are further restricted to having 
6pvm > 0, 
and so ôp and v^ have the same sign.
The plasma density and pressure may now be written as
and
Pp = Ppi + Ma^Bm^(l- e"2vz) _ p0pcos^^^-2vz.
respectively.
Before discussing the properties of the fundamental mode solutions, let us 
consider the magnetic topology. The magnetic fieldlines are plotted in Figure 5.1 
and can be seen to form an arcade. The magnetic field structure is similar to that 
of a linear force-free field,but now both plasma pressure and inertial effects are 
included. In particular, there will be a flow of plasma along the magnetic 
fieldlines.
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Figure 5.1(a)
0.4
0.2
1.0 -0 .5 1 . 00.0 0.5
Figure 5.1(a)-(c): Magnetic fieldline plots when p=1.0,ôp==1.0 and Bm=1.0 
(a) Vm=0.0, (b) Vm=1.0,(c) Vm== 2.0.
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Figure 5.1(b)
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From equation (5.35) we note that the maximum height of the arcade h varies 
as V'l. Thus, from equation (5.36) increasing Vm the flow speed at x=l (subject 
to inequality (5.37)) increases the height of the arcade. This is illustrated in Figure
5.1 for three different values of Vm with 0p,Bm and P fixed. This effect is due to 
the presence of a centrifugal force which was not present in previous static 
models. Continuing to increase Vm until ôpvm^TtBm^/p, the arcade erupts and the 
magnetic field becomes vertical. It is interesting to note that the imposed velocity 
and pressure difference is coupled together in these solutions. This is due to our 
choice of the arbitary functions of A. Had we made a slightly more general 
choice, say
Q. = OoA + , n  = “  IloA + Hi + II2A2 ,
then there would be separate terms depending upon ôp and Vm •
Note that increasing the pressure difference ôp between x=0 and x-1, also 
has the effect of increasing the height of the arcade. As Ôp is increased, we can 
see that greater magnetic tension is reqired for force balance. This is produced by 
an increase in arcade height.
Increasing Bm has the effect of decreasing the height of the arcade. In this 
case, the footpoints in x>l/2 will shift towards x=l increasing the field maxima. 
However the minimum of Bz at x=0 will decreae, while the maximum will 
increase. This will lead to a net lowering of the arcade.
Increasing the dominance of the plasma pressure foreces over magnetic forces 
(i.e., increase p) will also cause the arcade to rise.
The fundamental mode profiles are plotted at different heights (z) in Figures
5.2 and 5.3. In both cases Bm is chosen to be positive while inFigure 5.3, they 
are both negative.
Consider first Figure 5.2, and observe that Bx and Vx have maximum 
magnitudes along x=0 (a direct consequence of the symmetry of the solutions). 
The profile of Vx is flattened (compared with Bx) by the presence of a non-unity 
denominator in the solution. The vertical components (Bz,Vz) of field and flow
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Figure 5.2(a) B,X
Q. a --
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X
Figure 5.2: The variation with x of the fundamental mode solutions of (a) Bx, 
(b) Bz. (c) Vx, (d) Vz, (e) pp, (f) p when Ma=0.5, p=1.0, 
Bm=1.0, Vm=1.0,6p=1.0,p 1=1.0 for various values of z, namely 
(1) z=0.0, (2) z=0.5 and (3)z=1.0. (g) and (h) show the 
corresponding variations of p and pp with height z along x=0.
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have maximum magnitudes at x=d:l. Notice that the denominator in the solution 
for Vz straightens out the profile. As z increases, the curve changes from concave 
upward to concave downward, and it becomes more like 5% in shape. The plasma 
density has a maximum at x=0. Thus, as the plasma raises up the arcade (x>0), it 
experiences an expansion, but it is compressed as it moves back down the arcade 
(x<0). From Figure 5.2g and 5.2h we see that the plasma pressure increases to a 
constant value as z increases, while the plasma density decreases. This reveals a 
limitation of these solutions in that it is not possible for both pressure and density 
to decrease with increasing z for the same parameter set. This is due to our neglect 
of gravitational effects. Thus, our solutions may model arcades low in the corona, 
with arcade heights less than the coronal scale height.Gravity could easily be 
added as an extension of this work.
Now let us turn our attention to Figure 5.3, and the case when v^and 6p are 
chosen to be negative. The profiles of the components of the magnetic field Bx 
and Bz are essentially the same with the maxima and minima being reversed. 
Notice now that the plasma pressure deceases with z to a constant value, while the 
plasma density increases. The components of velocity v% and Vz experience a 
change in their profiles. For small z, Vx becomes strongly peaked at x=0, while Vg 
has a maxima (minima) between x= -1,0 (x = 0,1). As z increases, the maxima 
(minima) move towards the edge of the arcade, and the profile is similar to that 
when Vm>0. Observe that Vg has sharp gradients about x=0, due to the fact that 
the denominator in the solutions for the velocity becomes small. In fact, we could 
choose Vm so that Vg and Vx have asymptotes, which leads to unphysical 
solutions. This cannot arise when Vm>0, which is the more physically realistic 
case.
5.5 Flows In Non-symmetric Arcades
Since the solutions in the previous section were symmetric about x=0, the 
plasma pressure at each footpoint of a fieldline is the same. Thus, such flows
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Figure 5.3(a)
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Figure 5,3 : The solutions similar to Figure 5.3 but with Vm=-LO and 
ôp = -1.0,
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cannot be strictly termed 'siphon' flow, driven by footpoint plasma pressure 
differences. In this section we see how to construct a solution which allows 
plasma pressure differences between any two footpoints of a particular fieldline. 
For this we must introduce some asymmetry into the solution.
For example, observe that
A = [aicosax+bisin0x]e"''2+[a2X+b2]e‘®2+ ,a2
is a solution to equation (5.27). The new term is the separable solution found by 
choosing the separation constant to be zero. The x-component 8% and z- 
component of the magnetic field can be easily shown to be
Bx = -v[aicosax+bisinox]e‘’^ 2 - a[a2x+b2]e"‘^  , (5.38a)
and
Bz = a[aisincrx-bicosox]e"^2 - a2e‘^  . (5.38b)
The components of the plasma velocity can be found in the same way as before 
and are given by
Vx = ^ .  (5.38c)
and
= %  . (5.38d)
Also, the plasma density is
f np = |[aicosCTx+bisin<Jx]e‘''2+[a2X+b2]e'®2+ —  |  , (5.38e)
and the plasma pressure may be shown to be
2Ma2no'Pp = + [(aicos0x+b isin0x)e'^^1-Ma2 J
+(a2X+b2)e‘^ ]  - Ma2a2(ai2+bi^)e'2vz - Ma^a2[2(a2X+b2)^+a2^]e‘^ “  ^
-2Ma^[a(l+v)(a2x+b2)(aicosox+bisincyx)-a20(aisinox-bicosax)]e"(v+®)z.
(5.38f)
To simplify the algebra we will consider the special case when b2=0.
Firstly, we require 
Bx(il ,z) — 0,
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from which we deduce the system of equations
(aicosa-bisina)v  -aa.2 
,(a icosa+bisina)v  aaa .
j - V Z '
3.-OZ = 0 . (5.39).e'
The system (5.39) has non-trivial solutions when cosa = 0, that is ü=k/2 (in 
general a  =(n-l/2)7t, but we will only deal with the fundamental mode n=l). 
Substituting back into equation (5.39) we deduce that
(5.40)vbi
Consider now the longitudinal component of magnetic field Bz, and impose 
the following boundary conditions:
Bz(-l,0) = B i,B z(l,0 ) = B z,
from which we obtain
ai = - “  (B1+B2) , (5.41a)n
and
a2 = - 5 (Bi - B2) . (5.41b)
Using equation (5.38d) and imposing 
Vz(-1,0) = v i  , Vz(l,0) = V2
it may be shown that 
Î L = i Æ i ^ i
„2 V2—  (5.42)
and
(5.43)
Finally, from equation (5.38f) and imposing
p(-l,0) =pi ; p(l,0) = p2,
we find that
no = ( f f  -  ^ t  - P6p }
where
SB = Bi^ - B2^ , Sp = PI - p2.
Also, we can simply show that
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ofi =
where 
ôm =
1 fMa^SB -
MaM 6m
YBi2 B2^^
w ■ V22j’
and
ppf= 2Hi - (2-Ma2)no2' = 2 P(PO+Pl) + Ma2(Bi+B2)2
+ 3(B i-B 2)2 |^^^^^^|+M a2(B i+B 2){B i(l+vrl) +B2(1+V2'1)} 
 ^ fMa^SB-pSpl fll2 p^a^8B-P5p|
[ Sm J L 6m
We can now rewrite the solutions in the more convenient form 
A = a2^x - V ® 'n (^ f+ e ) ]e -“ + ^
Bx = (xa2[ksinf^ +01 - xje'“  ^■
^ + e ) -  lie-”
and
v x = X ’ : p = a2, 
Pp =Ppt + (Bi+B2)^fi - ^ )
6kx+ —  smi V
+lMa2(Bi+B2)2|l -^ÿB i+ B 2)(2x+ l)|e-2”
+ jM a2(B i+B 2)2 |2akxsin(^^0)f^^^cos^^^ o )  |e"2” , 
where
For these to exist, it is clear that we require a^>0, and v^>0, for which the
following inequalities must hold, 
Ma^SB -p5p
6m >0, (5.44)
and
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^ > Ma2SB-p8p 
7C^ Ôm
Combining (5.44) and (5.45) we must have
(5.46,om 7C"^
For Ôm >0 (i.e., B 1^ /62^ < vi^/v2^ ) inequality (5.46) may rearranged to give
For 6m<0 (i.e., Bi^/B2^  < vi^/v2  ^) the inequality becomes
Before discussing more fully the consequences of inequalities (5.47) and 
(5.48), we note that the magnetic topology of the solutions (always choosing 
Biand B2 with opposite signs) is a non-symmetric magnetic arcade (Figure 5.4) 
with plasma flow along the fieldlines. Note that the summit of the arcade need not 
be at x=0. In fact the position of the arcade summit x* is given by
and thus depends upon the boundary conditions imposed at the base (z=0).
The solutions corresponding to the arcade in Figure (5.4) are plotted for 
various z in Figure (5.5). In this case plasma flows along the arcade from left to 
right and experiences a net compression. The transverse component of magnetic 
field Bix is no longer symmetric about x=0, which is also the case with Vx. The 
longitudinal components of magnetic field and velocity now have quite different 
profiles compared with the symmetric case. Both have stationnary points which 
no longer, in general, have the value of x being ± 1, with this effect most marked 
for small z. There is also a curious difference between v% and Bz for x<0. Starting 
at x=-l and moving towards x=0, we note that decreases, while 9Bz/9x
increases. This is due to the non-unity denominator in the velocity components. 
The density profile exhibits a maximum at the summit of the arcade in this case,
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1 . 0 1 . 00
Figure 5.4: Magnetic fieldlines for a non-symmetiic arcade with Ma =0.5
P=0.5, Bi=-2.0, B2= 1.0, VI =-1.5, V2=1.0,pi=2.0, p2=1.0.
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Figure 5.5: The variation with x of the fundamental mode solutions for the 
non-symmetric arcade in Figure 5.4 of (a) Bx, (h) Bz, (c) Vx, 
(d) Vz, (e) p, (f) Pp, when z takes the values (1) 0.0, (2) 0.5 
and (3) 1.0.
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with the value of the maximum decreasing with increasing z. These solutions now 
permit both density p and the plasma pressure p to decrease with increasing z.
Setting 0B=0, we see that the solutions reduce back to the symmetric arcade 
case. Putting 6p = 0, but keeping ÔB^ ^O, it is still possible to have a non- 
symmetric arcade. Similarly, with vi=-V2, but 0B?K), it is again possible to find 
non-symmetric solutions. Thus, the critical parameter is 6B, with 6B=0 
corresponding to the symmetric arcades and ôBï^O corresponding to the non- 
symmetric case. Suppose we consider two neighbouring fieldlines, then we may 
think of them as forming a tube whose cross-section at either end is different 
providing ôB?^0.
5.5.1 Classification Of Solutions
We would now like a way of classifying the solutions which reflects the 
change in the properties of the flow between when the plasma enters the arcade (at 
x=-l, say) and when it leaves the arcade. To do this, consider the case in which 
plasma emerges from the base at z=0 at x=-l, and travels along the arcade to z=0, 
x=l. We say that the flow is com pressive if the plasma experiences a net 
increase in plasma pressure between the two ends of the arcades, an expansion 
otherwise. When the net change in the magnetic field strength between the 
footpoints is in phase with the change in plasma pressure, we say that the flow is 
a fast-mode, otherwise slow-mode. When the plasma leaves the arcade with a 
greater speed than it enters, we say that the flow is accelerated, otherwise 
decelerated. It is to be stressed that we are classifying the solutions according 
to the 'net’ change in behaviour of the plasma between the points x=-l and x=l. 
The behaviour along a fieldline may be complex, with the plasma experiencing 
several compressions and expansions in its journey through the arcade.
Consider the case vi>0,V2<0 for which the plasma flows from left to right 
along the magnetic arcade. Returning to inequality (5.47), we note that if 6p>0 
then 6B<0. Set k=Bi^/B2^  and k*=vi^/v2 .^ In the case k>l, and since 6m>0,
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k>k*. Two cases of interest arise, namely 0<k*<l and l<k*<k. For the former, 
the flow is a fast expansive accelerated flow, and in the latter, a fast 
expansive decelerated flow. The case when 0<k*<l corresponds to a siphon 
flow, but now along an arcade of magnetic fieldlines.
When 0p>0, two cases must be considered, namely;
For (A) we have ôB<0 and so k<l and k*<k<l. Thus the flow is a fast 
com pressive accelerated  flow. For (B) we may have 6B<0 or 6B>0, 
depending on the particular choice of Bi and B2. When 0B<0, then k*<k<l, and 
the flow is a fast compressive accelerated flow. For ôB>0, we either have 
0<k*<l or l<k*<k. The former gives a slow compressive accelerated flow, 
the latter a slow compressive decelerated flow.
The flows with vi<0,v2>0 may be treated in a similar way, the classification 
being summarised in Table 5.1. Likewise, we may classify the solutions when 
inequality (5.48) holds, and these are summarised in Table 5.2. The point we 
wish to note in this discussion is that the nature of the plasma flow can alter 
significantly by passing along the arcade. The precise nature of these changes in 
behaviour depends upon the particular properties of the magnetic arcade.
5,6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown how the MHD equations may be reduced to a 
single equation, so that exact solutions may be found. A class of exact solutions 
is presented, which may model subsonic flows in magnetic arcades. Two cases 
arise, namely, symmetric and non-symmetric arcades. In the former the basic 
result is that the presence of a flow increases the summit height of the arcade 
compared with the static case. For the latter case, we saw that we can produce 
solutions which may, as a special case, model siphon flow in a magnetic arcade.
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We also saw that the behaviour of the plasma can alter significantly as a result of 
flowing along the arcade, in a way that depends upon the particular characteristics 
of the arcade. We have provided a classification of the various types of flow.
These solutions provide the basis for developing more realistic analytical 
models for flows in arcades, such as one might find in the solar atmosphere. In 
the future the incompressible assumption could be relaxed, allowing supersonic 
flow, and gravitational effects could be included.
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Chapter 6 : Flows In Closed And Partially Open Magnetic
Structures.
6.1 Introduction
As noted in chapter one, the magnetic field in the solar atmosphere can be 
classified as being either 'closed' or 'open'. In the former category we have 
coronal loops and arcades, in the latter, coronal holes and plumes. Some 
structures are observed to have elements of both categories. The classic example 
is a helmet streamer, with a closed field region forming an arcade at the base, and 
an overlying magnetic field. In principle one may model this by finding a solution 
for the open and closed regions separately, and then match them at a free surface 
separating the regions. Usually a numerical treatment is needed (Pneumann and 
Kopp, 1970). In this chapter we derive a class of exact solutions following the 
method of the previous chapter, which models closed, open and partially open 
magnetic fields. The closed magnetic field configuration may model the field one 
might expect above a sunspot with steady flows along the fieldlines. For the open 
fields, these solutions may model plumes or coronal holes. In certain parameter 
regimes the solutions give a closed region of fieldlines, with an open overlying 
field, again with plasma flowing along the fieldlines. These solutions may 
provide simple models for coronal streamers, for flows in X-ray bright points and 
their overlying coronal plumes or for the structure at a coronal hole boundary.
P ) 4-
/9AŸ'-
r^ d 
2 dA
(  Ma^pOA^ ^
1 -V
_ L A2r^dA
J
d z  J  _
_d_
dA
V
+ dA (6.1)
y
where
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AA = - ad
d j i )
d r y
1 a^A + — —  I" az2
and we have neglected the effect of gravity (H=0).
To proceed we choice the arbitrai^ functions of A to be 
'P = ^  A^ + kA ,
p = (A+k)2,
Q  = QoA , (6.2)
n  — -IToA + 111,
O = 0Q,
where k,Oo, Ho, 111 and Oq are constants. This is similar to the choice in chapter 
five except for the inclusion of a constant k, to ensure that the density is never 
zero.
With this choice of the arbitary functions of A, equation (6.1) reduces to
(6.3)1 a /^ i aA\ 1 a^ A+ — —r  + - y  A = Ü2 ,ar Bz2
where
(1-Ma2)2 ; n2 =
no
(l-Ma^)
In addition, it is useful to note that for the prescription (6.2),
V - -5 r_  . y  _ Bz '^f“ A+k ’ '^^“ A +k’ (6.4)
and
pIvP = \  [Br^ + Bz^ + a^A ^] . (6.5)
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In the next section we find separable solutions to equation (6.3).
6.2: Separable Solutions
Turning our attention to equation (6.3) we note that a particular integral is
Ap = —  r2. (6.6)
For the homogeneous version of equation (6.3) we look for solutions of the form 
A = R(r)Z(z), 
and so obtain the ordinary differential equations
Z " -v %  =0, (6.7)
and
lPW"(U) + UW'(U) + (U2-1)W(U) = 0, (6.8)
where
R = (a2 + y2)-i/2 uw((a2 + v2)‘i/2u), (6.9)
with U = (a^ + y2)l/2]. and v^is a separation constant.
The solution of equation (6.8) is a Bessel function of first order. Subject to the
conditions Br 0 as z -> «>, and Br = 0 at r = 0 and r = 1, the corresponding 
solution to equation (6.3) is
A = - X  rJi(pi,n r)e'Vz + —  r^, (6.10)
n = l P l , n  O?
where is the n'th zero of the Bessel function Ji and
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= p in  -
For equation (6.10) to be valid we require that > 0 and > 0, and thus we 
must have Pj „ > cc^ - From equations (6.7) the r- and z-components of the
components of the magnetic field may then be shown to be
Br = E  —  V Ji r)e-v^ (6.11)
it=0 Pl,n
and
Bz ~ lo(^l,n r)e"^^ - ~ . (6.12)n=l ^
By imposing B% = f(r) along z = 0, and using the orthogonality property of 
Bessel functions, an expression for the coefficients of the series an may be 
found.
Note that in the limit z -> oo, Bz —> Oa/a^, which will give open fieldlines
for II2 ^  0. This is more general than was possible for a similar analysis in a
cartesian geometry (chapter five).
In the interests of simplicity, the remainder of our discussion will centre on
the fundamental mode of the solutions (6.10)-(6.12), namely
A = - — r Ji(pir)e"Vz + î^ r2 ,  (6.13)m  a2
Br = ^ vJi(H ir)e-''2 , (6.14)
m
Bz = aiJo(H ir)e-vz.?î^, (6.15)
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where p i = p i,i. From equations (6.4), the r- and z-components of the plasma 
velocity are
Vr = - ^ v  Ji(|iir)e-vz /  j -  ^rJi(p ir)e-v%  + ^ r ^  + k l , (6.16)Pi / I Pi a2 J
and
Vz = ia i  Jo(Pir)e-vz- 2II2] /[  aiJ ' I Pi
r  Ji(|iir)e-vz + ^  + k l . (6.17)o? J
From equations (5.13) and (5.14) the angular components of the magnetic field 
and velocity may be determined to be
B0 = - a j ^ J l ( p i r ) e - v z . 5 l
Ipi a2 J (6.18)
and
V0 = a B .Pi
Jl (pir)e-vz + “  r | / j -  ^  r J i(p ir )e ‘Vz + ^ j - 2  + ^
(6.19)
Finally, the plasma density p is given by
p = j “ —  rJi(pir)e-vz + + k l  ,I Pi a2 J
and, by using equations (5.17) and (6.5), the plasma pressure is
(6.20)
Pp =2
n
LIq
0 " o  ,- ~  (2 - M )r^ 
Cil
+ 2rioai rJi(pir)
Hi (1-m 5
2M^(1-m 2)
Jo(Pir) -vz
1 5 6
r2 2 f 2 2ll(P ir)  + g p i r )
1V I P^J .
V e-2vz ( 6 .2 1 )
The magnetic topology of these solutions depends upon the constant fÏ2. For 112 
= 0, the field lines are closed and may model, for example, the magnetic field 
structure above a sunspot. When II2 ^  0, we would have the possibility of open 
field lines which will be treated in section 6.5
6,3 Closed Magnetic Structures (II2 = 0)
We consider the cylindrical region z > 0 ,  O ^ r < l , O < 0 <  2%, and impose 
the following conditions
V z(0 ,0 ) =  VO, 
B g p ,  0"
Ipi  ,
p ( 0 ,0 )  =  PC, 
p ( l , 0 ) = p i .
= Bei,
(6.22)
(6.23)
(6.24)
(6.25)
where r  = po/Pl is the value of r at the summit of the arcade, and po is the first 
zero of the Bessel function %  Bgiis the value of Bg t^he value of r  corresponding 
to the maximum of Bp
Conditions (6.24) and (6.25) lead immediately to the relations
1 + a 2 \
^1
(6.26)
and
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2 _2P(P0 + Pl) = 2(2ni)-M ^a{ 1 + (6.27)
From equations (6.22) and (6.23) we deduce that
^ " V o ’
a  = - PiBqiaiJi(po)
(6.28)
(6.29)
respectively. Substituting (6.29) into equation (6.26) we obtain
B01^2 _ P(P1 - P O ) _________
'  - Jo(Pi)) J i W
(6.30)
and so, since ai is real, we require the condition
B01 P J i(m )
(PI - PO) M^(l - J^(ni)) (6.31)
This implies that the plasma pressure at r = 1 must be greater than at r = 0, for 
pi-po to be positive. This is consistent with what we would expect for a sunspot. 
Equation (6.28) then gives
k = ± 1VO
P(P1 - PO) _ ^ 8 1  1 ^
M^(i - jS(h i)) j2(m)
(6.32)
on substituting for a%, and from equation (6.27) it is easy to see that
2 n i = ------ ^   {pi - Jq(Pi)po).
(1 - Jo(Pi))
(6.33)
Finally from equation (6.31) we note that
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a 2  =
PlBgi
Ji(W)
P(Pl - Po) _ ^91 
M^(l - j2(n,)) J^W ) (6.34)
and hence
b : K  Bei
P(pi - PO) -  (1 - Jo(Pl))Ji(po)
-n
(6.35)
We have now found all the arbitrary constants in terms of the imposed 
quantities v q , Bgi, po and pi. Since we require > 0 as well as > 0, we 
must have
Bgi 1 P
(PI - po) 2 ^  ' (6.36)
I
which is a more stringent condition than inequality (6.31).
Substituting the appropriate constants into the expression for the plasma 
pressure, we obtain
P = ------\ ------1 PI - JgdiDpi - (Pl-P0)(Ji(M-ir) +
1 - Io<Pl)
- J — ^J^(Hir)e-2vx
Jl(PO)
(6.37)
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and observe that the coupled effect of a non-zero Bgi and the presence of inertial 
forces is to add an extra positive term to equation (6.37).
The equation of a fieldline projected in the r-z plane and passing through the 
footpoint (ro, 0) is
1,z = - log r Ji(jiir)V L r o J l ( p i r o ) . (6.37)
A set of fieldlines is plotted in Figure 6.1 and has the topology of a magnetic 
arcade (with symmetry about the z axis), which may model the magnetic field 
above a sunspot. The new feature with these solutions is the presence of a steady 
flow of plasma along the arcade.
Typical profiles of the solutions, plotted for various z, are shown in Figure 
6.2. The presence of Bessel functions in the solution has the immediate 
consequence that the maximum and minimum values of Bg have different 
magnitudes, compared with the solutions in a cartesian geometry where they are 
the same (chapter five). Note also that the zero of Bz is closer to r = 1 than to r = 
0, which implies that the summit position is no longer midway between the 
footpoints of the fieldlines. This gives the magnetic field an asymmetric 
appearance. The lack of symmetry in the arcade profile is also due to the fact that 
the value of r for which B^  is a maximum is not the same as that for which Bg 
vanishes. The value of Bg, the shear component of magnetic field, is zero at r = 0 
and r = 1, taking its maximum value at the summit of the arcade. The size of Bg 
decreases to zero with increasing z, so the arcade becomes less sheared with 
increasing height. The velocity components have similar profiles to the magnetic 
field. However, note that the minimum of Vg does not occur at r = 1 for z = 0, 
and the position of the minimum tends to r = 1 as z increases. The plasma density 
has a minimum at approximately the position of the summit of each fieldline, the 
density increasing with z to a constant value. The plasma pressure also increases
160
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Figure 6.1 : Magnetic fieldline plot when Ma-0.5, P=1.0, vo=2.0, po=1.0 
pi=3.0, Bei=0.5.
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Figure 6.2 : The variation with r of the fundamental mode solution of (a) Bz, 
(b) Br, (c) Be, (d) V z,(e) Vr, (f) V0, (g) p and (h) pp for 
various values of z. The parameters are the same as in Figure 6.1.
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with height to a constant value, flattening out the imposed pressure gradient at z 
0.
Defining the new parameters
Bqj, P* = P(pi - po),
equation (6.38) may be rewritten as
1 - M . 2 ( 1 -  J q» i)) 
J i W
P* - M
J l W
-n
(639)
Then note that from (6.38) that the summit height of a fieldline, and hence the
arcade height,varies with V"^ . For a typical fieldline the variation of the summit 
height with M^, for different values of p* is plotted in Figure 6.3. Increasing the
2 2 parameter M increases the summit height of the arcade. Note that when M = 0
the summit height is independent of the Alfvén Mach number Ma and Bei. When
B ei 0, the presence of inertial forces increases the height of the arcade
compared with the static case. Increasing the size of the inertial force (increasing *Ma, and hence M^), subject to inequality (6.36), increases the arcade summit
height, since a greater centrifugal force requires greater magnetic tension (and
hence a more curved field) for force balance. Continuing to increase Ma will
eventually cause the arcade to erupt, corresponding to the asymptotes in the 
graph. Putting v = 0 in (6.39), the critical calue of M^ for which the arcade
erupts is given by
p*.
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Figure 6.3 : The variation of z/c, the normalised summit height with Ma* for 
various values of p*, where c=Iog[rJi(mr)/roJi(fiiro)].
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2The greater the value of p*, the larger the range of before eruption occurs.
Increasing the shear component of the field Bei increases the arcade height, and
greater magnetic tension is required for force balance. The greater the value of
Bei, the smaller the range of possible values of Ma before the arcade erupts. 
Note also that increasing the value of P* for a fixed M^, has the effect of
lowering the height of the arcade. Increasing the plasma beta (and hence p*) will 
increase the effective magnitude of the plasma pressure. One way of maintaining 
force balance, is to have a corresponding increase in the magnetic pressure. For 
this we require an increase in the magnetic field strength, that is, the fieldlines 
have to be brought closer together. In the arcade this can occur by decreasing the 
height of the arcade, and effectively, 'squashing* the field to give greater magnetic 
pressure.
6.4 Evershed Flow
Plasma flows have been observed in the penumbra and superpenumbra of a 
sunspot called Evershed flow. We suggest that the analytical solutions presented 
in this paper may provide a simple self-consistent model for these flows, in which 
the reaction of the flow on the field is included rather than treating the field lines 
as rigid tubes.
In the penumbra it is known that the flow is outward, with the velocity 
ranging up to 6 kms'^ (e.g. Moore and Rabin, 1985) while in the superpenumbra 
the flow is directed in towards the spot with velocities up to 20 kms"^ This flow 
is usually called the inverse Evershed flow.
The particular parameter values which pertain to this region of the solar 
atmosphere are still in doubt. In the penumbra the Alfvén speed is likely to be of
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Figure 6.4 : The variation with r of (a) Vr, (b) Vz of the fundamental mode
solutions for various values of z with Ma=0.3, p=1.0, vo=6.0, 
P0=1.0, pi=4.0, Bei =0.05, typical of Evershed flow.
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1the order of about 30 kms’^ while in the superpenumbra the value will be much 
greater, say about 80-100 kms'^. The plasma beta will be of order 1 in the 
penumbra with a smaller value, say 0.1, in the superpenumbra. The precise 
values of these parameters are not vital, but, by adopting the above values, we 
may model Evershed and inverse Evershed flow.
For the flow in the penumbra we take Ma ~ 0.3, p -  1.0 along with = 
0.05, PO = 1.0 and pi = 4.0. The profiles for the velocity are shown in Figure 
6.4. In the penumbra the radial component has a sharp maximum which 
decreases rapidly in value with increasing z, the position of the maximum shifting 
inwards towards the z-axis. The value of the z-component of velocity remains 
fairly constant for 0 < r < 0.3, and then decreases rapidly to a minimum at beyond 
r « 0.85. Note that here the plasma flow is outward, that is, flowing from r = 0 
to r = 1 (vQ > 0).
The profiles for an inflow, such as we might expect for the inverse Evershed 
flow exhibit differences in their velocity profiles from those of the outflow. In 
Figure 6.5 with vq = -20, the radial component has a minimum much closer to 
the origin, with the position of the minimum moving outwards away from the z- 
axis with increasing z. The z-component has a sharp minimum at r = 0 and a 
maximum at r = 1, in contrast with the outflow. The arcade associated with the 
outflow also has a greater summit than the outflow.
6.5 Properties of Solutions
Before determining the various arbitrary constants by imposing various 
quantities on the base z = 0, we examine the physical régimes that are possible in 
terms of the magnetic field and plasma pressure behaviour.
Firstly, consider the magnetic field structure, when 1125* 0 and seek the 
criteria to determine whether a particular fieldline is open or closed.
“I
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Figure 6.5; The variation with r of (a) Vr, (b) Vz of the fundamental mode
solutions for various values of z with Ma=0.2, P=0.1, vo=-20.0, 
po=1.0, pi=4.0, Bei =0.1, typical of inverse Evershed flow.
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Note first that the equation of a fieldline is the solution of
Bfdr -B z, (6.40)
or on substituting for Br and Bz from (6.14) and (6.15), respectively,
'vJl(Hir)' dz
-  W . dr “
2U2
aia%
»vz (6.41)
For a fieldline with footpoint (ro,0) the integral of equation (6.41) gives
— (ro Jl(mro) - rJi(jiir)e-''z) = (r  ^- r^). (6.42)
In the limit z ©o equation (6.42) reduces to 
ro - —-rJ l( l t i ro )r2 = ro a^ai (6.43)
For a fieldline to be open, the limit (6.43) must exist and give a real value of r, 
and so the condition
a^ai  ^ .ro > ——  JlCM-iro) m n2 (6.44)
holds. For closed fieldlines the limit does not exist, and thus
a^ai _ . .ro < ——  Jl(liiro). Kin2 (6.45)
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Condition (6.44) may be recast in an even simpler form by multiplying by p^rg 
and then differentiating with respect to (piro) to give
Jo(M'iro)<l» (6.46)ofai2Ü2
for open fieldlines, and
Jo(M-iro)>l. (6.47)a^ai2H2
for closed fieldlines.
Consider the case where a2ai/2ri2 > 0. Two distinct cases arise, namely 
2ri2/a2ai > 1 and 0 < < 1. Firstly, when 2ri2/a2ai > 1 the inequality
(6.46) holds for all footpoint positions ro in the interval (0,1), giving purely open 
fieldlines.
Secondly, when 0 < 2n2/cc2ai < 1, there exists an r* such that
a^ai
Then, for 0 < ro < r*, we have 
2H2Jo(l^iro) > a^ai ’
giving closed field lines. For r* < r < po/M-1» we have 
2 IhJoC^iro) < a^ai ’
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which indicates that the fieldlines are open. A typical fieldline plot for this 
particular case is shown in Figure 6.6a. This illustrates an interesting feature of 
these solutions, namely, that one self-consistent solution gives both regions of 
closed and open fieldlines, with plasma flows along them.
The second case is when a^a 1/2112 < 0, which implies that the condition for 
open fieldlines becomes
(6.48)
and
a^ai
J o C m r o X ^ .  (6.49)a^ai
for closed fieldlines. When 
2U2
a^ai
inequality (6.48) clearly holds, and so the fieldlines are purely open for each rg. 
Now choose
2Tl2Jo(Fl) < < 0,a^ai
and consider 0 < rg < r* (r* > pg/pi), and we find that (6.48) holds, giving open 
fieldlines. Then, for r* < rg < 1, it can be seen that inequality (6.49) holds, 
giving closed fieldlines. This is another example of both open and closed 
fieldlines, a typical case being plotted in Figure 6.6b. Here, the closed region is 
closer to the outer boundary, with the overlying open field having footpoints 
closer to the origin. This is the opposite to the example plotted in Figure 6.6a. 
The magnetic field in Figure 6.6a may model a coronal streamer, while Figure
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6.6b may provide a model for a coronal hole including the closed structure at the 
hole boundary.
Turning attention to the case of purely open fieldlines, consider the 
condition
^ > 1 .a^ai
where we must have IÏ2 and ai of the same sign. This gives dz/dr < 0, and so the 
fieldlines are converging to give a plume-like magnetic field structure (Figure 
6.6c).
When
a-^ai
we need II2 and ai to be of opposite signs, and this gives dz/dr > 0 for every 
fieldline, resulting in a diverging magnetic field structure, such as one might 
expect in a coronal hole (Figure 6.6d).
The classification of the possible magnetic field structures is summarised in 
Table 6.1. The type of magnetic field will depend upon the constant 2ri2/a2ai, 
and in the next section we show how this is related to the flow at the base of the 
region under consideration.
Now consider the plasma pressure, which we wish to have the property that 
its value at z = 0 is greater than at z 00. This is clearly desirable on physical 
grounds, and mathematically may be written in the form
P(p(r,0) - p(r, z->oo)) = pAp(r)
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Figure 6.6a
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Figure 6.6 : Magnetic fieldline plots with Ma=0.5, p(po-pi)=1.0 and
a) v*=2.0, B0i=O.5, b) v*=-2.4, Bei=1.0, c) v*=1.0, Bei=0.5, 
d)v*=-0.4, B0x=l.O.
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( 9
1 -  -2 J^l(pir) + 1 1 - ^ Jo (liir)
- V y -
- 2Iloai
2M^(1 - M^)rJi ( | i i r )  ______
H i d  - M ^ ) d i Jo(mr) (6.50)
Let us examine when 
Ap(r) > 0
along r = 0 and r = 1, the centre and boundary of the region under consideration. 
From (6.50)
pAp(0) = M^a^ f ,
V y
4H2ai
and
(6.51)
2 _2pAp(l) = M ;a 1 + Jo(H i)-4n2ai— Jo(m),
/
m ;
(6.52)
and when these both hold
p(Ap(0) + Ap(l ))>0
aia2 ^ 2
A + f l + ^ 1k} + Jo(M'1)>V y
(6.53)
In addition, when the plasma pressure along r = 0 is greater than at r = 1, then
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p(Ap(0) - Ap(l)) > 0, 
which gives
2U2 1
aiot" 1 +
a 2 \ (6.54)
Combining inequalities (6.53) and (6.54), the plasma pressure has a greater value 
along r = 0 (compared with r = 1) when
2Ü2 1
a ia-  < 2 (1 + Jo) 1 +
a (6.55)
When the plasma pressure is greater along r = 1, than r = 0, then
| ( l+ J o ( lt i ) ) 1 + a
2 \
A
2Tl2 1
aP-SLi ^
V
1 + J > i )  
1 + Jo(ni) J
1 + a 2 \ . (6.56)
Combining these results with those for the magnetic field, we see that when the 
field is purely diverging (2n 2/a^ai < Jo(}ii)) and when Jo(M.i) < < 0
the plasma pressure along r = 0 is greater than along r = 1.
Wnhen 0 < 2Il2/a^ai < 1 and 21%2/a^ai > 1, we may have either a maximum 
or minimum along r = 0 depending upon the values of aP-, Altering the value of 
21%2/a^ai not only changes the magnetic field structure but also alters the plasma 
pressure behaviour.
Consider now the variation of plasma pressure with z. A condition for 
p(r,0) > p(r,oo) has already been deduced which implies that the plasma
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experiences a net expansion. However it is now shown that the actual behaviour 
of the plasma is more complex.
Firstly, to determine the stationary points of the plasma pressure, note that
^(Pp)
dz -  - 2rioaiV
r Ji(liir)
m ( i  - M b
2 m I(1 - M^)
Jo(Pir) -vz
+ 2M ^a^ 1
V y
J i(P ir) + 1 + J q (h h ) -2vz (6.57)
and
^ = 2 n o v 2 a i r Ji(P ir) 
H id  - M b
2M^(1 - M b
n ; Jo(Hir)
»-vz
+ 4M b^aj y g2b 
1^1V y
J l(P ir) +
V y
Jo (Fir) »-2vz (6.58)
Along r = 0, the plasma pressure has a stationary point if
and this yields
.-vz 2H2
aig" 1 +
-1
(6.59)
Assuming for the moment that (6.59) has real solutions for z, and substituting 
into (6.58), one can show that the stationary point is a maximum for Ma < 1 and
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is minimum for Mg > 1. For (6.59) to have a real positive solution, we require 
that
or
0 < 2Ü2aiw 1 +
0 2
Fi
-1
<1
0 < ^ <o^ai (6.60)
In the light of inequality (6.53), inequality (6.60) is modified to
o^ai ^
1 + Jo(Fl)
1 - Jo(Fi) 1 +
a 2 \
Fi
(6.61)
We consider now the physical consequences of this result, and show that three 
distinct cases may arise.
When 2Il2/a^ai < 0, there is no stationary point (as plasma travels along r 
= 0), and so the plasma experiences an expansion. When 2ri2/a^ai satisfies 
(6.61) and Ma < 1, the plasma pressure is compressed until the plasma maximum 
is reached, and is then expanded. Alternatively, if Ma > 1, the plasma pressure 
experiences an expansion until the plasma pressure minimum occurs, and is then 
compressed. However, overall, the plasma experiences an expansion.
6.6 Relating Arbitrary Constants To Boundary Values
We now relate the work of the previous section to a particular set of 
boundary values. It should be noted that this is not a unique choice.
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The following quantities are imposed along the base (z = 0) of the region of 
interest, namely,
V z(0,0) =  VO 
Vz(l,0) = vi
B 0 (1 ,O ) = B e i  (6.62)-(6.66)
p(0,0) = PO 
p(l,0) = Pi.
Conditions (6.62) and (6.63) impose the value of the z-component of velocity 
along z = 0, (6.65) and (6.66) the value of the plasma pressure at the same 
points. On the outer boundary, the value of the twist component (Be) of magnetic 
field is specified (condition (6.64)). As an alternative, the angular component of 
velocity could be imposed at this point instead.
Equations (6.62) and (6.63) give
,  2112 kvo = a i - a
and
cc2 ~ Jo(Fl) - »
respectively, fix>m which we deduce that
a i = & v *  (6 .6 7 )
where
V* =  .^ 0  - (6 .6 8 )
VI - voJo(Fl)
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on elimination of k. From condition (6.64), we have
Bei = — , a
so that equation (6.67) becomes
aj a (6.69)
Using (6.65) and (6.66) the relations
n 0
n i  - 2 ( 1  -
^0
= 5<!P(P0+Pl) + B b(2-M b
+ M
V y
4Bbv*M^
(1 + Jo(Fi))
and
(6.70)
a  = ±
' 'M b * [4 (l - Jo(Hl)) - (1 - Jbw ))v*]''
5P + M; 2  2- y d  - - (2 - M p]
Fi
(6.71)
may be deduced where
5p = PI) 
Bei
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From the above it is easily seen that 
2II2 2 2(vi - voJo(m))
2c, V* 2vi - 2vo -VQVi'o /a i (6.72)
gives
0 < v i < 2 T ^  if 0 < v o < 2  (6.73)
and
VI > 0  if 2<vo<----— (1-JoW). (6.74)Jo(|Al)
When the fieldlines are purely converging, it is again necessary to have vo,vi > 0 
along with
^ > 1.o/ai
which is satisfied only if
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and so the classification of the various magnetic field topologies depends upon the 
plasma velocity at the base, and in particular at r = 0 and r = 1. i
It is now possible to determine the possible ranges of velocities at the base 
(z = 0) appropriate to each magnetic field classification.
Firstly, when the magnetic field is purely diverging, we require for the 
corona v q  > 0, vi > 0, and so
a^ai
VI > 2 TvQ 0 < v o < 2 .  (6.75)
Turning our attention to the partially open magnetic field structure, and the case 
when
Jo(m) < ^  < 0.a^ai
an example of which is shown in Figure 6.6b. For the plasma to be outward 
flowing in the open field region we need vq  >  0 ,  and hence for consistency vi < 0  
(taking into account that the velocity can have at most one zero). This gives the 
restrictions
VI < 2(Jo(pi) - 1) when 2 f l  - — -— 1<VQ (6.76)
and
2(Jo(lil)
Finally, for
1) < VI < 0 when 0 < vg < 2 A - —-— ^ . (6.77)I Jo(m)j
o < ^  <1.a^ai
which corresponds to the magnetic field topology illustrated in Figure 6.6a, for 
outflowing plasma in the open field region we need, vi > 0, and so vq < 0. This 
condition is satisfied when
kJo(W)(vo + 2) -2]<vi .  (6.78)
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Now consider the effect of varying the values of v q  and vi, for the particular 
example when
Jo(m)< ^  <0.a^ai
From equations (6.76) and (6.77), it can be seen that two regimes exist; namely a 
'fast* regime given by inequalities (6.76), and a ’slow' regime given by 
inequalities (6.77). In Section 6.5, we saw that decreasing the value of 2Il2/a^ai 
when 2Il2/a^ai < 0 increased the number of open fieldlines. To investigate how 
this relates to v q  and vi define the function f by
and note that
df _ 2 v i [2 ( l - Jo (p i ) ) -h v i ]  
^vo [2vi - 2vo - VQVi]2
and
8 f  2 v o [ v q J o - 2vi - 2(1 - Jo(pi))] 
[2vi- 2 v q  -  v i v q ] ^
Consider the effect of varying v q ; from (6.80) it is evident that for the 'fast' 
regime (6.76), increasing vq  decreases the number of open fieldlines (df/dvQ > 0). 
However, for the ’slow* regime (6.77), increasing v q  increases the number of 
open fieldlines (i.e. Of/Ovo < 0).
There seem to be two different ways in which force balance is maintained, 
depending upon the regime. In both cases, increases in v q  will increase the 
centrifugal forces in the plasma flows along the closed fieldlines. For the ’slow’
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regime, the centrifugal force is sufficiently large to strip away closed fieldlines. 
Here the centrifugal force is balanced by an increase in the magnetic pressure in 
the overlying field, hence the increase in number of open fieldlines. In the 'fast' 
regime the centrifugal forces are again increased, with force balance maintained 
by an increase in magnetic tension in the closed structure, which may come about 
by increasing the number of closed fieldlines and an increase in the curvature of 
the field (which will increase the height of the arcade). This effect can be seen by 
comparing Figure 6.7a and 6.7b.
From this analysis, it becomes clear that the ratio of open to closed flux is a 
function of the plasma velocity. In the 'slow' regime, increasing v q  increases the 
amount of 'closed' flux, whereas in the 'fast' regime, an increase in v q  increases 
the proportion of 'open' flux. The ratio R of open flux to the flux entering the 
region is given by
R(v*) = ( i f  I(Hir*)2 - v*(nir*) (6.82)
where r* is the solution of the equation
When r* = 1, corresponding to purely open fieldlines, then R = 1. Equation 
(6.82) is derived assuming the topology shown in Figure 6.6b. The limit of 
completely closed magnetic field is found by letting v*-l 0, which gives R -  0, 
i.e. no open magnetic flux.
From the expression for a  in equation (6.71), it can be seen that the 
magnetic field topology depends upon the value of the twist component of the 
magnetic field at r = 1, namely Bei. Increasing Bei increases the height of the 
arcade, and causes the field strength at r = 1 to increase for the open fieldlines
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Figure 6.7 : Magnetic fîeldline plots with Ma=1.5, P(po-pl) = -1(4 B0i=O.4 
and a) v*=-2.0, b)v*=-3.25.
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when 0 < 2rÏ2/a^ai < 1, as seen in Figures 6.8a and 6.8b. Note however, that 
the ratio of closed to open fieldlines remains constant as this depends solely on 
V * .  Continuing to increase Bei, we will reach a value when v = 0, corresponding 
to the eruption of the arcade. Mathematically, the solutions lose their z- 
dependence, and the fieldlines become vertical, with BfsO. A similar effect can 
be achieved by altering the plasma pressure difference between r = 0 and r = l .  
Again, the ratio of open to closed fieldlines is unchanged as the plasma pressure 
difference varies.
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown that the exact solutions presented give a wide 
range of possible magnetic topologies which may be applicable in modelling the 
solar atmosphere . In each of these cases there is a flow of plasma along the 
magnetic fieldlines.
The magnetic field may be closed, open (converging or diverging) or 
partially open (an arcade with an overlying field). The proportion of open 
fieldlines depends upon the flow of plasma at the base of the region. In the case 
discussed it was seen that two parameter regimes existed, (’fast’ and 'slow'). 
Increasing the flow in the open region increases the number of open fieldlines in 
the 'slow' regime and decreases the open flux in the 'fast' regime. In addition, 
increasing the twist component of the magnetic field imposed at the base results in 
the arcade of closed fieldlines rising, before it eventually erupts.
The magnetic field topologies are reminiscent of some of the structures that 
are observed in the solar corona. The closed magnetic solutions (Il2=0) could 
model the field above sunspot, with Evershed flow along the fieldlines. When I%2 
is non-zero the solutions may model several different solar structures. For 
example, plumes are ray-like structures found at the polar regions of the sun, and 
are thought to be associated with open magnetic fields. Such structures may be 
modelled by the solutions presented here when all the magnetic fieldlines are
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Figure 6.8 ; Magnetic fieldline plots with Ma=1.5, p(po-pi)=1.0, v*=4.0 and 
a) B0i=l.O, b) Bei=4.0.
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open, as in Figure 6.6d. Coronal streamers consist of both open and closed 
regions of magnetic fieldlines, such as that shown in Figure 6.6a. As we have 
seen, these solutions have the feature that both open and closed field is modelled 
by the same solutions, without the need for matching between regions. Coronal 
holes are regions of open, diverging magnetic field, associated with the origin of 
the high-speed solar wind. At the boundary of a hole, it is thought that the 
magnetic field forms arcades or loops of closed magnetic field. Figure 6.6b 
shows a topology that has both of these features, and may be applicable to 
coronal holes. Finally, X-ray bright points are relatively short-lived regions ( -  8 
hours) of closed magnetic field associated with emerging flux. Observations of 
the solar limb show that there is an overlying open magnetic field above the 
closed field. The magnetic topology shown in Figure 6.6a may represent the field 
found in such structures. In this case there is a concentration of flux of one 
polarity around r = 0, and a sea of opposite polarity around the outer edge of the 
cylindrical region.
To make a more direct comparison, these solutions require to be extended to 
include gravity and density variations along fieldlines.
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Chapter 7 : Exact Solutions In An Isothermal Stratified 
Atmosphere.
7.1 Introduction
The method for finding exact solutions presented in chapter five relied upon 
the assumption that there is no constant electric field in the ignorable direction. In 
this chapter we explore the possibility of constructing solutions for which this 
assumption is relaxed. In general, it is a formidable task , but we show that it is ^
possible to find particular classes of solutions.
The method employed is an extension of that used in the magnetostatic case 
by several authors (e.g., Dungey, 1953; Kippenhahn and Schluter, 1957;
Zweibel and Hundhausen, 1982). For simplicity we work in cartesian coordinates 
(x,z), though a similar analysis is possible in general orthogonal coordinates.
Having described the method in section 7.2, we construct particular solutions in 
the following sections. In this chapter we are not interested in any detailed 
investigation of the properties of the solutions, but simply on how the solutions 
may be constructed.
7.2 Method Of Solution
In dimensionless variables, we consider the usual steady MHD equations, 
namely,
Ma^p(v.V)v = - ^  pVp + jxB - Hpz, (7.1)
V.B=0, (7.2)
V.(pv) = 0 , (7.3)
Vx(vxB) = 0 , (7.4)
v .V ^ j  = 0 , (7.5)
where the constant gravitational force is in the z-direction, and the gravitational 
constant g is contained in the dimensionless parameter H.
In addition, we define the dimensionless current j by
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j = VxB , (7.6)
and to satisfy the solenoidal condition (7.2) we follow the usual proceedure of 
defining a flux function A, by
B = ^ V A ,  (7.7)
where y is the unit vector in the ignorable direction. Substituting equation (7.7) 
into (7.6), we obtain
j = f V2A . (7.8)
In order to satisfy identically the mass continuity equation we define a 
compressible stream function T  by
pv = yxV'F . (7.9)
Note that for simplicity it has been assumed that the field components in the 
ignorable direction are identically zero.
Having dealt with equations (7.2) and (7.3), let us now turn our attention to 
the energy equation (7.5), and note that on substituting for v from (7.9), it may 
be rewritten in the Jacobian notation
r > i ' f l = o .  (7.10)L pJ
Thus, we immediately deduce that the general solution is
^  =P(Y).  (7.11)
P
for some function p, although for simplicity we take
^  = constant = Cs^ , (7.12)
P
for the remainder of this work. We may identify the constant Cg^ , as the 
dimensionless square of the isothermal sound speed.
Next, let us consider the induction equation (7.4). On substituting for B and 
V from equations (7.7) and (7.9), respectively, the following Jacobian relation 
results :
PF,A] = pE, (7.13)
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where E isa  constant electric field in the y-direction. Setting E=0, equation (7.13) 
yields W = 'F(A), which is the key assumption in the analysis of Tsinganos 
(1981). In this work we proceed with E#0.
We are now in a position to treat the equation of motion (7.1), which we write
as
r 2 M a 2 \ ,  „  . /2 \. _  /2 H
Pcs2')^............... ..  i p ; l p c , 2 / -
having used equation (7.12) to eliminate the density p. In keeping with Zweibel
and Hundhausen (1982), we assume that the plasma pressure p takes the form
p = Q(x,z)exp[-az], (7.15)
where a= 2H/(pCg2) so that the equation of motion (7.14) becomes 
VQ + bQ(v.V)v = - ^j|xBexp[-az],
and b= 2Ma^/(pCg^). Putting a=0 removes the gravitational term, while b=0,
reduces the equations to the magnetostatic case. On substituting for B and j from
(7.7) and (7.8) the above equation becomes
VQ + bQ(v.V)v = - f^^exp[-az]VA. (7.16)
(v.V)v = - Vp + f~^xB - (7.14)
( f ) '
Putting b=0 in equation (7.16) gives the static case considered by Zweibel and 
Hundhausen.
To proceed further with b#0, multiply equation (7.16) by a function
F=F(x,z), and choose F such that
FVQ+bQF(v. V)v = V(FQ) = VG. (7.17)
For condition (7.17) to be satisfied, we make the identification 
VF-p-=b(v.V)v,  (7.18)
and thus equation (7.16) may be rewritten in the form
VG = - Fexp[-az] VA. (7.19)
Along any fieldline we know that A= constant, and so for (7.19) to be satisfied,
we also need 0=  constant along a fieldline. Defining a function S by
S= A p e x p [ .a z ] , (7.20)
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and taking the curl of equation (7.19) we deduce the result,
VSxVA = 0, (7.21)
whence we have that VS is everywhere parallel to VA. Hence A(x,z), G(x,z) and 
S(x,z) have gradients everywhere parallel.
Following Zweibel and Hundhausen, next define an orthogonal coordinate 
system with Ç measuring distance along the level curves of A, and % measuring 
distance transverse to the level curves of A. It then follows that A,G and S may 
be written as functions of % only, namely A=A(%), G=G(%), S=S(%), from 
which it may be shown that 
G(x,z) = G(A(x,z)),
and
|F e x p [-a z ]= |f(A ) ,
where f is an arbitary function of A. On substituting the last result into equation 
(7.8) we obtain
V2a  + ^  exp[-az] = 0 . (7.22)
In the limit Ma =0, equation (7.18) gives F = constant, (which we take to be
unity), and so equation (7.22) reduces to the result obtained by Zweibel and
Hundhausen.
From equation (7.19), the function G is given by A
G(A) = Go + |f(U)dU, (7.23)
where Gq is a constant.
In order to solve (7.22) we are required to specify f(A), and determine the
actual functional form of F, before solving for A. To find F, it is necessary to
return to equation (7.18) and note that in component form we have 
d f 3v X Gv^l- ( l n F )  = b { v . - ^ . v . - } ,  (7.24)
and
d f Bvzl- ( ln F )  = b | v . -  + v . - | .  (7.25)
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As noted above, when b=0, F=constant is the solution of equations (7.24) and 
(7.25). For b?K), we proceed by adding (7.24) and (7.25) and substituting for v 
from (7.9), and so obtain the equation
9x 9z 1 9z 9x1 9z 9x
_ b r w  9ji_ 
p 1 9x 9zlp
rW  9_T> 
9z 9x
A class of exact solutions may be determined by setting
—  (lnF)+ — (lnF) =beE,9x 9z
(7.26)
(7.27)
where E is the constant electric field appearing in (7.13), and 'e' is a constant 
scaling factor. The characteristics of the partial differential equation (7.27) are 
X - z =constant,
and
InF - eb = constant,ai+a2
for constants ai and a2, so that the general solution is
F = exp[fi(u)]expr- eb  ^ (7.28)L ai+a2 J
where we take 
u= b(x - z)
and fi is some function with fi(0) ~ 0, so that F=1 when b=0. Clearly we could 
generate other solutions by choosing 'e' to be some general, but specified, 
function of x and z.
For simplicity consider the case when 
fl(u) = u, 
so that
F(x,z) = exp(b{('l
and equation (7.22) becomes 
V^A + f(A)exp[- ^(x,z)l = 0 , 
where
(7.29)
"I
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Before we consider solutions to equation (7.29), we must consider the right- 
hand side of equation (7.26). Noting that the induction equation (7.13) may be 
expressed as
= (7.31)p Idz dx dx dz J
equation (7.26) becomes
J  .w  a |i |W . J  ,,.,2,
dz dx lp^9z Bx J j 9x 9z lp\^3z 9x J J
which has the general solution 
1 d-  —  - —  +eA = h(Y), (7.33)p ^dz dxJ
where h is an arbitary function of the streamfunction 'F. Eliminating p from
(7.33) using (7.31) we obtain 
dx [
BY 
Bz Ij z E -  e ^ + 2 h ( V ) ^ l  = 0 .  (7.34)  Bx Bx J
The object now is to solve equation (7.34) for Y as a function of A,x and z. In 
general this is a formidable task, and here we will examine only one simple case. 
When h=ho, a constant, one can show that the solution of equation (7.34) is 
Y = Y(2E(x+z) - cA2 + 2hoA). (7.35)
This has the interesting property that the streamlines are not parallel to the 
fieldlines when E?0, so that the plasma flow drags the fieldlines along with the 
flow. When E=0 the flow of plasma is along the fieldlines.
Let us summarise the proceedure for finding solutions. Firstly, choose the 
arbitary function f  to have a suitable form in equation (7.29), and then solve for 
A. Once f is chosen, G may be calculated from equation (7.23), and so Q is 
found from
Q = f -
Hence, the plasma pressure p is
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r=bf l  -V ai+a2;
and
ea2Ea - b r i  I  ai+a2 j.
we find that equation (7.38) becomes 
32A 32A
where
+ Q2eT|A = 0, (7.41)
£22 = ^  . (7.42)
We look for solutions to equation (7.41) of the form 
A = Z(ii)X(0, 
and so obtain the ordinary differential equations
p = Qexp[-az], J
and the density
p = . (7.36)
Finally, having solved for A, the magnetic field components are deduced from
(7.7). For the velocity components, we use (7.35),(7.36) and (7.9). In the 
following sections we present solutions for particular choices of F.
7,3 Separable Solutions
With the choice
f(A) = oA, (7.37)
equation (7.29) becomes
V^A + aexp[-X,(x,z)]A = 0 , (7.38)
and
G = Go+cxA2 (7.39)
After defining the variables
T| = rx+sz ; Ç = sx-rz (7.40)
where
eaiE \
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X" + v2X = 0, (7.43)
and
Z" + (Q2eîl-v2)Z = 0, (7.44)
where v2 is a separation constant. Clearly equation (7.43) has the solution 
X(q) = dcos(vÇ+0), 
for some arbitary constants d and 0. Making the substitution 
co = expj^^J ,
equation (7.44) becomes
co2Z" + coZ’ + [4Q2co2 - 4v2]Z = 0, (7.45)
where a dash now denotes differentiation with respect to co.The solutions of
equation (7.45) are clearly Bessel functions, and are given by
Z(n) = J2v(2ne’V7) , if a  > 0,
and
Z(n) = l2v(2inie4/2) , if a  < 0 . 
which we represent collectively by 
Z(Ti) = Z2v(2IQIe^/2).
Thus, the solution of equation (7.41) is
A = d cos(vÇ+0) S2v(2taien/^). (7.46)
Note that in the limit b->0, the solutions reduce to the magnetostatic case 
considered by Zweibel and Hundhausen.
7.4 Non-linear Separable Solutions 
With the prescription 
f(A) = oAm, 
equation (7.29) may be written
^  + ^ + n 2 e H A n *  = 0, (7.47)Bt|2
where the symbols are as defined in the previous section. Looking for separable 
solutions of the form
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A = X®Z(ti),
equation (7.47) becomes
^  + - ^  + n^ebxm-lzra-l = 0 . (7.48)
Choosing 
Z(il) = exp[
equation (7.48) becomes the ordinary non-linear differential equation
X" + Q2X"> + = 0, (7.49)
for which we require m?^l. Consider the case when m = -3, then since d
dXX" = ^  (X')2,
equation (7.49) may be integrated to give
(X')2 = 2Q2 + 4 k X 2 - ^ ,  (7.50)
for some constant k. Integrating again gives 
X
C + 1 = dV
2£22+4kv2 - ^
(7.51)
for some constant t. Analogous solutions have been found in the magnetostatic 
case by Melville et al (1984).
7.5 Non-Separable, Non-linear Solutions
Finally, make the prescription 
f(A) = aexp[-2A], 
so that equation (7.29) may be written in the form
g  + = (7.52)
Defining the transformation 
A = T + | q ,
equation (7.52) becomes
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the solution of which has been discussed for the case of force-free magnetic fields 
by Low (1977), and for more general magnetostatic equilibrium by Melville et al 
(1983).
7.6 Summary
In the preceeding sections we have sought to illustrate how a class of exact 
solutions to the steady MHD equations may be generated, which have a constant 
electric field in the ignorable direction. These solutions may be applicable to the 
problem of emerging flux and magnetic reconnection. The electric field can be 
'switched-off, and in this case the flow will be along the fieldlines. Such 
solutions may model siphon flow along arcades and other magnetic structures. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a method of finding particular classes of 
exact solutions; the properties and applications of the solutions is to be studied in 
the future.
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Chapter 8
8.1 Summary
A brief summary of the work presented in chapters two to seven is now 
given.
In part A, we showed how the corona can be modelled by extended standing 
disturbances, using a linear theory. The inclusion of inertial effects distorts the 
isobars, and the flow and magnetic field varies with altitude in a way that 
depends upon the basic flow (v q ) relative to the cusp speed (cp), the sound speed 
(cg) and the Alfven speed (v a ). The classification of the type of disturbances 
depends upon the flow speed in the basic state and upon the magnetic field and 
plasma pressure imposed at the coronal base.
In a cylindrical geometry, we saw that the symmetric solutions are 
qualitatively similar to those found in a cartesian geometry. Quantitatively, the 
disturbance is stronger in the central region of the cylinder and weaker at the 
edges, compared with the cartesian case. In addition, pressure gradients are found 
to be smaller in the cylindrical geometry compared with the cartesian geometry. 
Asymmetric solutions may also be found, which depend upon all three spatial 
variables
By including gravitational stratification in chapter four, we saw that a wider 
variety of possible magnetic topologies is possible. Previously, the fieldlines 
were either converging ( for plumes) or diverging (for coronal holes or voids). 
When gravity is added, these two cases are supplemented by a diverging field that 
converges as we rise in the atmosphere ( and vice-versa). This is reminiscent of 
the overlying magnetic field of a coronal streamer. In addition, there is an increase 
in the maxima of the plasma and magnetic pressure, a decrease in the curvature of 
the fieldlines. Also, the type of disturbance occurring in the plasma is now a 
function of altitude.
Although such simple modelling may not answer many detailed questions , 
this approach is enlightening on how the 'buildlo^/ blocks' of the corona behave.
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In the second part of the thesis, we showed how the method given by 
Tsinganos (1981) for finding exact solutions may be used to find classes of 
solutions which may be relevant to the solar atmosphere. In a cartesian geometry, 
a class of solutions was presented which models subsonic flow in magnetic 
arcades. For symmetric arcades, the basic result is that the presence of a flow 
causes the arcade to rise in comparison with the static case. Increasing the flow 
speed will eventually cause the arcade to erupt. Solutions for non-symmetric 
arcades can be constructed which could model siphon flow in magnetic arcades.
In a cylindrical geometry, solutions can be found which model a sunspot 
field. The flow along the fieldlines could model Evershed flow, though for more 
realistic modelling the inclusion of gravitational effects is needed. Solutions with 
open fields could model coronal holes and plumes, whereas the partially open 
field solutions may model flows in X-ray bright points and their overlying 
plumes, together with the structure at coronal hole boundaries.
In chapter seven we presented a method of finding exact solutions when a 
constant electric field is present in the ignorable direction. In addition we showed 
how various classes could be determined.
8.2 Suggestions For Future Work
The approach followed in the first part of the thesis may prove useful in 
determining the basic contribution of various effects. For example, it would be 
useful to see the effect of viscosity on the plasma interactions, and how a more 
realistic energy equation, say by adding heat conduction, could alter the basic 
solutions.
Clearly, to model the corona more realistically, the analysis could be 
performed in a spherical geometry. This leads to a very messy set of equations, 
and it is the author^ contention that it is easier to find exact solutions than to 
follow this approach!
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As we sought to illustrate, the method of Tsinganos for finding exact 
solutions lends itself to numerous extensions. Including gravity and allowing 
supersonic flow would clearly be useful. Also, it is desirable to find solutions in a 
spherical geometry, which would be applicable to the solar corona. The properties 
of the solutions presented in chapter seven requires to be investigated, and the 
possibility of extending the method to find further classes of solutions 
considered. However, the most important task ahead is to compare the models 
with observations and make them more realistic.
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Appendix
We here note the definition, and some of the elementary properties of the 
Jacobian of two differentiable functions.
By definition, the Jacobian of the functions f(x,z) anf g(x,z) is
(ADox oz dz ox 
From the definition (Al), the following relations follow,
[f,g]=-[g,fl,  (A2)
[f,g] = 0=»f=f(g),  (A3)
[f,g+G] = [f,g] + [f,G], (A4)
[f,gG] = [f,g]G + g[f,G]. (A5)
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